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Agnos ’60 leading
San Francisco
mayoral race
On verge of electoral victory

favorite to win the seat.
“Barring any major turn¬
arounds, Art Agnos will be San
Bates graduate Art Agnos ’60 is Francisco’s next mayor,” John
on the verge of becoming the next Ross of the San Francisco Exam¬
mayor of San Francisco, a seat iner said.
which two-term mayor Diane
Arthur Agnos, 49, a native of
Feinstein is vacating.
Springfield, Massachusetts, came
Agnos (D)
to Bates in
was top vote1956. A history
getter, gaining
major, Agnos
48% of the
played baseball
electorate, in
for four years
San Francis¬
and soccer for
co’s mayoral
three. Fie was
election No¬
also a member
vember 4. Be¬
of the history
cause no can¬
club and Gould
didate won a
politics club.
majority of the
After two years
vote—over
at Bates, the
50%—a run¬
College asked
off, between
him to with¬
Agnos and sec¬
draw from the
ond-place fin¬ Arthur Agnos '60, from Mirror,
school because
isher Democrat courtesy Special Collections.
he. neglected his
John Molinari (25%), will
studies. He returned to Bates and
be held December 8 to deter¬ graduated after serving in the army.
mine the winner.
With his
In 1966, Agnos earned his massweeping victory in the November ters degree in social work from the
4 election, front-runner Agnos is Florida State University.
now widely considered to be the
continued on page 15
by Philip Koski
Sports Editor

Ghost Sonata continues to captivate audiences in its second week at Schaeffer theatre. Colin Browning photo

Reynolds addresses the RA
Details the role of Trustees
by Ron Schneider
Senior Reporter
President of the College T.
HedIey Reynolds spokeon his role
» the role of the Trustees, Administration and Faculty in runn’nS the college at last week’s
meeting of the Representative Assembly. He also answered ques-

Paul Simon speaks at Colby

Delivers Lovejoy speech
and publisher
by Howard Fine
Assistant Editor

Democratic presidential candi¬
date and Illinois Senator Paul Si¬
mon delivered the keynote address
of the annual Lovejoy Convoca¬
tion in the Lorimer Chapel on the
Colby College campus last Friday.
He stressed the accountability of
public officials in light of the re¬
cent developments in the Reagan
Administration to an audience of
distinguished journalists, state and
local officials and Colby dignitar¬
ies.
The Lovejoy Convocation
marked the 150th anniversary of
the martyrdom of Elijah Pope
Lovejoy, a Maine native who at¬
tended Waterville College (now
Colby) in the 1820’s and went on
to become an abolitionist minister

Senator Paul Simon speaking at
Colby College. Howard Fine photo.

in the Mississippi
River valley. After being forced to
flee St. Louis because of his ab¬
olitionist sentiments, Lovejoy set¬
tled briefly in Alton, Illinois, be¬
fore a mob, incited by his aboli¬
tionist writings, burned his press
and lynched him on November 7,
1837.
Invited to the convocation were
college newspaper editors from
throughout New England, local
journalists and past recipients of
the Elijah P. Lovejoy award for
distinguished service in the field
of journalism, given annually by
Colby. These celebrated journal¬
ists hosted a panel discussion on
freedom of the press in 21st cen¬
tury.
Senator Simon was a guest of
honor at a dinner that featured the
premiere of a documentary film
on Lovejoy’s life hosted by Maya
Angelou and scheduled to be re¬
leased on public television next
year. Also in the audience were
members of the Alton parish
church where Lovejoy preached
over 150 years ago.
Simon, who has written a bi¬
ography of Lovejoy, began his ad¬
dress by reading from Lovejoy’s
last speech, given to his associates
less than an hour before his death
at the hands of the mob: “T
know,’ Lovejoy said, ’that I have
the right clearly to speak and pub¬
lish my sentiments, subject only to
the laws of the land and to fight
the abuse of that right. This right
is given to me by my maker, and

solemnly guaranteed to me by the
Constitution of these United
States and this city (of Alton).”
Simon then said that Lovejoy
fought battles “for two funda¬
mental causes for which we re-,
member him: freedom of the press
and civil rights for all people, both
of these causes still need cham¬
pions today.”
The threats to freedom of the
press were the next focus of the
continued on page 14

tions from the group, comment¬
ing on fewer classes for teachers,
an ice rink and the need for a
maintenance staff.
Reynolds spent much time talk¬
ing about the job that the Trustees
do, “making sure that the college
doesn’t jump off a cliff., .to insure
the continuation of the college’,’
adding that they are a little ner¬
vous about that job, as investors
of the school’s endowment, right
now in light of Black Monday of
Oct.22 when the stock market
crashed 508 points in its worst day
in history.
The college lost money on pa¬
per but Reynolds said that there
will not be a drastic curtailment of
dividends. from invested endow¬
ment, because the money was in¬
vested for return and not specu¬
lative gain. But there is still some
concern Reynolds said because,“it

Dean Carl Straub on
tour of Soviet cities
by John Lamontagne
News Editor
Dean of the Faculty and Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Carl B. Straub left Wednesday for
an 11-day visit to the Soviet Union
as part of a delegation of aca¬
demic deans from a number of
colleges throughout the United
States.
The assembly is the first of its
kind from the United States to
make such an expedition to the
U.S.S.R. Among the places the
deans will visit are Moscow, Len¬
ingrad, and Odessa.
The academic deans are travell¬
ing to the Soviet Union, according
to the Office of the Dean of the
Faculty, to speak with people in
similar academic positions in the
communist nation.
Some of the academic institu¬
tions participating in the sojourn
include representatives from

Bucknell University, Denison Uni¬
versity, Rollins College, Trinity
University, Rhodes College, Spelman College and the University of
the South.
Dean Straub will return to Bates
and his administrative duties after
Thanksgiving Break.
Dean Straub is a member of
both the New England Commis¬
sion on Institutions of Higher Ed¬
ucation and the Maine Arts Com-

is true historically that the real
depression took place two or three
years after the Crash of ’29”, fur¬
ther qualifying by saying that gov¬
ernment intervention helps safe¬
guard somewhat against bust or
boom.
Reynolds also talked about the
faculty as the controllers of the
school, they are the managers, “in
defiance of myself if they wanted”
said Reynolds. They decide what
courses will be taught, who will
graduate(in an individual sense)
and what is required of students.
Basically Reynolds said that he
works with the Dean of the Fac¬
ulty, who in turn deals with the
faculty, and the Dean of the Col¬
lege as a “management team”.
It is being considered that fac¬
ulty will teach three courses in¬
stead of the current four to allow
them to meet the demands the
school places on them concerning
outside the class activities. One
student brought up the concern
that with professors teaching
fewer courses, there will be fewer
courses offered. Reynolds said
that she had “put her finger on the
problem” but added that there is
a desire to explore the possibility
of offering the same variety of
courses while giving the faculty a
break, allowing them to be some¬
body in their profession as the
college insists that they must do.
When asked about the possibil¬
ity of building a hockey rink, Rey¬
nolds said that there was no op¬
position to a hockey rink at the
continued on page 15

This Week:
-“The Hidden” is revealed
-“American Pictures” returns to Bates
-Fire alarms go off in Shaeffer Theatre
-A page 3 look at the parking problem atj
Bates
-Field hockey players selected for all-star|
team
_
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Reagan “not doing anything” to hurt dollar
WASHINGTON (AP)— Presi¬
dent Reagan, seeking to shore up
the
embattled dollar, declared
Tuesday that the currency had
fallen enough and that his admin¬
istration is “not doing anything to
bring it down.”
Reagan’s remarks, seeming to
contradict recent suggestions by
other officials that the adminis¬
tration would let the dollar fall,

helped fuel a rebound in foreign
exchange markets, where the dol¬
lar had plunged to new 40-year
lows.
“I don’t look for a further de¬
cline, don’t want a further decline
from where it is right now,” Rea¬
gan told reporters in off-the-cuff
remarks at the start of a meeting
with Israeli President Chaim Her¬
zog.

A weaker dollar makes U.S.
goods more competitive abroad,
but reduces Americans’ purchas¬
ing power and standard of living.
Too sharp a plunge can rekindle
inflation and drive away foreign
investments needed to finance the
federal budget deficit.
Although Reagan’s comments
buoyed markets, at least tempo¬
rarily, analysts suggested the re¬

marks did not necessarily signal a
shift in U.S. policy. They said the
administration may have little
choice but to accept further de¬
clines in the dollar, despite criti¬
cism from Europe and Japan.
The alternative is raising U.S.
interest rates, a course neither the
White House nor the Federal Re¬
serve Board seemed likely to em¬
brace, the analysts said.

IRA says bomb was meant for soldiers
“Regrets” killing 11
ENNISKILLEN, Northern Ire¬
land (AP)— The IRA said Mon¬
day it planted the bomb that killed
11 civilians and wounded 63 at war
memorial services Sunday, but
claimed it meant to kill soldiers
and the bomb went off prema¬
turely.
The attack stirred a wave of re¬
vulsion from Protestants and Ro¬
man Catholics alike.
The slaying of a Catholic on
Monday and other shootings in
Belfast heightened fears of a vio¬
lent Protestant response.
Pope John Paul II sent a tele¬
gram to the local church in En¬
niskillen, expressing his “heartfelt
condolences to the families of the
innocent persons killed by this
cruel act.”
In a statement to Irish news me¬
dia, the outlawed Irish Republi¬
can Army said the BBBB said the
40-pound bomb should have
blown up as soldiers marched by
during the Remembrance Day cer¬
emony for fallen British soldiers.
It said British forces set off the
bomb with high-frequency scan-

“I suppose what they mean to
say is they didn’t mean to kill these
people, they meant to kill other
people instead,” King, who is the
top British official in the prov-__
ning devices that have jammed
and neutralized other IRA explo
sives in the past.
The statement, coded in such a
way that vouched for its authen
ticity, described the deaths as
“catastrophic consequences” and
said, “We deeply regret what oc¬
curred.”
Tom King, Britain’s Northern
Ireland secretary, called the IRA
statement “utterly disgraceful.”
ince, said in a television interview,
The predominantly Catholic
IRA is fighting to drive the British
from mostly Protestant Northern
Ireland and unite its six counties
with the 26-county Irish Republic.
As the IRA accepted responsi¬
bility for the blast, a lone gunman
killed a Catholic on a Belfast
building site in what bore the hall
marks of revenge for Sunday’s
bomb.
A few hours after the bombing,
a gunman fired a machine gun

from a car in Belfast, wounding
five Catholic youths in the legs.
The bombing appeared to be
part of a bigger offensive. Police
said an IRA land mine was found

Reagan to select Kennedy
for Court nomination
WASHINGTON (AP)— Federal
Appellate Judge Anthony M.
Kennedy is President Reagan’s
latest choice for the Supreme
Court. This is Reagan’s third at¬
tempt to fill the position vacated
by the resignation of Justice Lewis

THE FAR SIDE

blood-alcohol level of .24, well
over the .10 level which legally de¬
fines intoxication.
After having to scream “Wake
the bus driver up!” to avoid hit¬
ting the sign, soccer coach Bill
Lessig moved to the front of the
vehicle to see what was wrong.
Lessig later said he talked with the
driver for about half an hour and

By GARY LARSON

Powell. It follows Robert Bork’s
rejection by the Senate and Doug¬
las Ginsburg’s withdrawal.
White House officials have gone
to unusual lengths to guard
against the failures that brought
down the previous two selections,

Feds nail Hells Angels
SAN
FRANCISCO
(AP)—
Thirty-eight members of the Hells
Angels in five states were arrested
Tuesday in an undercover inves¬
tigation involving drugs, weap¬
ons, explosives, and conspiracy to
murder members of a rival gang,
the Justice Department said.
The government said it ob¬
tained indictments with the help

Conn driver arrested for drunk driving
NEW LONDON— An intoxi¬
cated team bus driver endangered
the lives of the Connecticut Col¬
lege men’s soccer team as they re¬
turned from an away game.
The driver just missed running
a red light at one point, and later
nearly struck a construction arrow
diverting traffic. The driver was
later found by police to have a

and disarmed at another memor
ial ceremony in the village of Tullyhomman on the Irish border
The IRA also reported firing shots
at a police station in Belfast.

Even as the president sought to
bolster the dollar, his new com¬
merce secretary, C. William Ver¬
ity, said the markets should set the
proper level for the dollar.
“We can do an awful lot of
things and we probably will, but
in the end it is the marketplace
that will determine how far the
dollar will fall if it will fall any
further. And I happen to be a big
believer in markets,” Verity said
in a question session at the Na¬
tional Press Club after his first
major speech as commerce secre¬
tary.
The dollar gained ground after
Reagan’s statement, rising to
134.15 Japanese yen in New York
from 133.60 yen in earlier trading.

found him to be coherent. “I sus¬
pected he was tired,” he said.
However, when the bus driver
had trouble maintaining his lane
and was driving too fast, Lessig
said he “nursed him all the way”
to a rest area, where the coach
contacted the state police. After
Lessig had left to make the call,
the driver, according to Tim Smith
’90, said “Come on guys, we gotta
get vou to UConn” and started to
pull away. The players told him to
wait for the coach, and the driver
stopped the vehicle.
When the state police arrived,
they administered some tests to
determine whether the driver was
drunk. He passed the tests, but the
officers took the driver away,
while the team waited for a sub¬
stitute driver.
Two pints of whiskey, one
empty and one 3/4 full, were later
found in a trash bag behind the
driver’s seat and on the overhead
rack. The players and the coach
assumed they were the driver’s .

of an FBI informant who rose
through the ranks of the noto¬
rious motorcycle club during two
years to become a national offi¬
cer.
Arrests were made in Alaska,
Kentucky, North Carolina, South
Carolina, and California.
“Basically, it’s going to be what
the Hells Angels are known to be
associated with— narcotics and
firearms,” said FBI spokesman
Bob Deklinski in San Francisco.
According to- a statement re¬
leased in Washington by the Jus¬
tice Department, the informant
and undercover agents purchased
$1.6 million in methamphetamine
and cocaine from club members.
Federal agents said that they
seized five residences, which pros¬
ecutors will seek to have forfeited
on the grounds they were used in
drug transactions.
Agents also said they were able
to purchase more than 20 pounds
of high explosives, three auto¬
matic weapons, and two silencers.
One complaint filed in the case
alleged that a number of the of¬
ficers and members of the Hells
Angels conspired to transport and
receive explosives in a plot against
members of a rival group.

Soviets ease
criminal code
MOSCOW (AP)— The govern¬
ment of the Soviet Union an¬
nounced Monday that it is rewrit¬
ing its criminal code to abolish in¬
ternal exile as a punishment,
narrow the list of death penalty
offenses, and shorten the maxi¬
mum prison from 15 years to 10
years.
The proposed overhaul of the
nation’s 30-year-old criminal code
by a government review commit¬
tee was discussed by Justice Min¬
ister Boris V. Kravtsov in an in¬
terview with the official Tass news
agency.
The proposed changes were
called for under Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev’s “peres¬
troika,” according to Taft.

Condom dispensers at Amherst
AMHERST— The Campus Cen¬
ter Advisory Council of Amherst
College has approved the instal¬
lation of condom-dispensing ma¬
chines in the women’s and men’s

Spiderman attacks again
BRUNSWICK- For the third
consecutive year, Bowdoin College’s own Spiderman has struck.
This year’s victim was Theta Delta
Chi fraternity, whose house flag
was found dangling from the
spires of the campus chapel.
The mysterious wali-crawler

including a full field check of
Kennedy’s background and inter¬
views with associates and col¬
leagues.
Some members of the Senate
Judiciary Committee— which will
hold confirmation hearings after
Kennedy’s name is officially sub¬
mitted for consideration—are re¬
acting favorably to Reagan’s lat¬
est choice. Vermont Democrat Pa¬
trick Leahy says Kennedy, who has
served 12 years on the federal
bench in California, would bring
a lot of experience to the Court.
Conservative Utah Republican
Orrin Hatch says Kennedy be¬
lieves in judicial restraint. Hatch
doubts conservatives will oppose
Kennedy either.

later.
Chief of Security Michael Pan...der is baffled by the incident. He
was on the scene after security dis' covered the flag, and conducted
an investigation as to how the flag
" was hung between the spires,
. which are some 120 feet over the

time during fall semester Rush. It - inside the towers, myself, to verify
ft reappear until bystanders it was not done through a vent.
’t do it from the in¬

bathrooms at the Campus Center.
The proposal was submitted in
August by the Student Health Ad¬
visory Board (SHAB) in light of a
poll they conducted last spring, in
which a majority of students fa¬
vored having condoms more read¬
ily available on campus.
According to Health Educator
Mike Zimmerman ’89, the SHAB
endorsed the controversial pro¬
posal as an answer to students’ re¬
quests the condoms be available
24 hours a day. He stressed that
SHAB is “not advocating prom¬
iscuity,” but that the concerns are
“larger than that of whether or
not we are going to offend the
sensibilities of some students.”
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PARKING: the problem that never goes away
by Ron Schneider
Senior Reporter
“$50 is outrageous considering
the lack of parking in reasonable
proximity to most dorms!!”
“$50 is ridiculous—we don’t
pay enough already?”
“1 think we need more park¬
ing.”
Such are just a few of the re¬
actions from students to query
concerning the parking situation
at Bates. Bates undergrads are just
not happy with the parking situ¬
ation. Of 210 students who an¬
swered a Student poll about park¬
ing, only 20% said they were sat¬
isfied. Only 12% thought that the
50 dollars, charged for a full-year
parking sticker, was worth the
privilege to park on campus. Of
the 110 students polled that ac¬
tually pay that money, only 9%
thought is was worth it.
Students polled in general said
that they simply do not get their
money’s worth. It is extremely
difficult to find a parking space
on Frye, Wood and College
Streets, let alone consider finding
a spot in the “pit,” located be¬
hind Lane Hall. The lots behind
Smith or in front of Adams are no
less crowded.
Once November 15 rolls
around,(when Lewiston no longer
allows cars to be parked past mid¬
night on city streets as well as re¬
stricting day parking to one side
of the street) the Bates campus is
going to experience a severe park¬
ing crunch.
During the day staff, faculty
and students will be looking for
spots close to their destination, to
avoid a long walk through the
cold. At night, students will desire
a spot near their dorm, this being
especially true for those living in
houses, but many will not find
one.
At present there are 243 cars
registered to park on campus. By
November 15, security expects to
have another 200 cars registered.
Although it may seem improbable
to students, the number of avail¬
able spots is approximately 500,

an inconvenience that students vemence, especially when no par¬
must put up with. If students want ticular space is guaranteed to
the privilege of having a car on them. Where does the money go,
campus, then they will have to ac¬ • ponder many students.
One student said s/he would
quaint themselves with the fact
that Bates cannot, at the present “rather park at Merrill for free
time, provide adequate and con¬ and an extra five-minute walk.”
venient parking to everyone on Many students obviously feel that
they are being ripped off.
campus, officals say.
Carpenter says that “it is neiDean of the College F. Celeste

Branham says that although she
maybe should, she just doesn’t
have much sympathy for the complainers. Bates has other things to
do with its money; parking is just
not a priority. She said she realizes
that Merrill may be an inconven¬
ience, but certainly one that stu¬
dents should be able to live with.
Director of Security Mark
McCracken says that “it’s a mat¬
ter of, T don’t like all that walk¬
ing,”’ adding that Security is per¬
fectly willing to provide an escort
service for any student when there
is no overriding emergency.
“Merrill is closer than most

..WBE

Cars parked at Merrill Gym. Many students on Frye Street complain of a 20minute walk in the dead of winter. Bevin Howard photo.

showing that there is clearly
enough space on campus to park
a car. The 500 available spaces in¬
cludes the lot behind Merrill Gym,
something that infuriates many
students.
Simply put, many students do
not feel that Merrill is an accept¬
able alternative when they are
paying 50 dollars for a place to
park. “Merrill is too far away”
say many students. They don’t
want to walk across campus to or
from their rooms, some as far as
Frye St., three-fifths of a mile
away.
To this complaint about the
problems with Merrill Gym, the
prevailing response of the officials
of the college is that it is simply

campuses’ (parking)” says Vice
President and Treasurer of the
College Bernard Carpenter, add¬
ing that “we are all trapped into
the scenario of thinking that our
car is .our ally” and that we need
a car as close as possible to our
destination. Carpenter said he
feels that anyone who is not in¬
capacitated should be able to walk
a bit.
The conclusion has been clearly
drawn then by college officials
that parking at Merrill is simply
an inconvenience that students
must accept as a fact of Bates
parking life. But students appar¬
ently want to know why they are
being charged $50 for the possi¬
bility of suffering such an incon-

ther here nor there whether they
think it’s worth it” because Bates
is using valuable land to allow stu¬
dents to park their cars, which he
sees as a privilege, on campus. He
comments that creating and main¬
taining a parking lot is “very la¬
bor intensive and costly.” A single
space runs in the neighborhood of
$1,000-2,000 for construction and
maintenance, Carpenter said.
Lots also have to be plowed and
cleared which can get very costly,
especially during a snowy winter
such as last year’s. But it remains
to be seen why Bates charges $50
when other schools such as Bowdoin charge $10. Carpenter says
that Bowdoin must be subsidizing
their parking in addition to the
fact that they have more space.
This argument about more
space raises the question about the
$50 that many people feel is easy
to answer. Is Bates charging such
a high sum to discourage students
from bringing a car on campus, so
that the school can avoid the in¬
cessant complaints about the “de¬
plorable situation” as one student
put it? Students easily say “yes”.
And the students are right to
some extent. McCraken says that
the $50 fee was originally “de¬
signed to discourage people” from
bringing a car onto campus but
adds that was before Merrill was
available for parking.
Carpenter says “No, it (the fee)
is not a deterrent” commenting
that the school is not making any
money from the charge. In fact,
he says that he wanted to raise the
sum but the Dean’s office put the
ceiling at $50.
Thus the parking situation
seems to remain the same. Stu¬
dents will be charged 50 dollars
and some will have to suffer the
walk from Merrill, or call Security
for a ride. This will not change in
the near future.
What may change in the future

is where students can park.
Thoughts and plans are in the
works for creating a lottery sys¬
tem by which spots would be al¬
located to students according to
various lots on a first-come, firstserve basis. Problems with that
possibility are pointed out by
Branham and McCraken when
they say that there would be a
9*

a Bates house was torn down, and
in the driveways of houses as well
as behind Rand. Bardwell St.
could also be made available for
overnight parking say students.
The response to those proposals
goes as follows: Bardwell St. is re¬
stricted to overnight parking to
make spaces available to staff and
faculty; house driveways and be¬
hind Rand must be left completely
clear for emergency and mainte¬
nance vehicles, and lastly, the lot
on Wood St. will remain a lot be¬
cause as Carpenter put it “we need
green grass more than we need
parking spaces.”
The last solution offered by stu¬
dents is to restrict freshman from
having cars on campus. Branham
replies to this suggestion by saying
that freshman get lowest priority
on everything and if they show a
need for a car, they should have
the same right as anybody else.
She also comments that while
there are perhaps more freshman
with cars than before, they do not
represent the bulk of the number
of cars on campus.

Furthering the complaints, a
substantial number of students—
some receiving financial aid—
stated that they thought that it was
unfair that students on financial
aid are restricted from having a
car on campus. One student ques¬
tioned why financial aid students
were not restricted from having
“$1,000 stereos in their rooms.”
The fact is financial aid stu¬
problem with enforcement, espe¬
cially in the Olin parking lot where dents can get permission from the
visitors may park unknowingly in Dean’s office to have a car on
a reserved spot. By law, some campus if that student can show
spots have to be available to the that the car will be an asset instead
of a liability. Only once has Bran¬
public in the Olin lot.
Many students would like to see ham refused permission to a stu¬
parking made available in the dent on financial aid wanting to
empty lot on Wood Street, where keep a car on campus.

[RESULTS
OF

110 with cars

100 without cars
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President Reynolds answers student questions
Addresses numerous issues
by Lisa Reisz
Staff Reporter

President T. Hcdlcy Reynolds informally meets with students during a recent wine and cheese reception. CoHnTsrowning photo.

Law
schools
invade
Bates
Students check out Law Day
by Jane Gorham
Staff Reporter
Are you .thinking about apply¬
ing to law school? If so, last
Wednesday evening was a great
chance to find out what law
schools there are, what they have
to offer, and how to apply.
Over 30 schools nationwide,
from Portland, Oregon to Port¬
land, Maine, sent recruiters to
“Law Day,” last Wednesday, No¬
vember 4. Law Day was the high¬
light of a week-long schedule of
events sponsored by the Office of
Career Services and the Bates Le¬
gal Society for students interested
in the legal profession. The bigname schools like Harvard and
Yale as well as lesser- known in¬
stitutions such as Pace and Wash¬
ington and Lee University were
represented.
About 80 students came to ask
questions and talk to recruiters.
The most asked question was
“what can I do while at Bates to
increase my chances for getting
into law school?”
Yale Law School Director of
Admissions Jean Webb had some
sound advice for students think¬
ing of law school. First she
stressed it was “important that
you do well” during college. She
said the “question of your major
is unimportant . . . just as long as
you do well in it.” She recom¬
mended classes that involved ver¬
bal participation as good prepa¬
ration for classes in law school.
Besides good grades and high
Law School Admission Test
scores, she said the application it¬
self was of the utmost impor¬
tance. She recommended that stu¬
dents write “an excellent essay on
something you know well, that
demonstrates who you are, and to
... get rid of the hype.”
Office of Career Services Coun¬
selor Virgina Griffiths said the
best way to prepare for law school
was to “think about it early.” She
recommended students to seek out
the Office of Career Services for
information on law schools and
for possible internships with law¬
yers in Lewiston. When applying
to law school, she said students

should work with the Legal Stud¬
ies Committee.
After determining what stu¬
dents can do in preparation for
law school came the dreaded
question of the Grade Point Av¬
erage and the LSAT scores. The
average GPA that most of these
schools quoted for the 1987 enter¬
ing class was a 3.3. The average
LSAT score was a 37. Yale de¬
manded the highest LSAT score
and GPA, a 44 and 3.72 respec¬
tively (Harvard would not quote
figures).
Prospective law school appli¬
cants shouldn’t lose heart if their
scores and GPA’s don’t match
these. Many of the law schools
there Wednesday night quoted
GPA’s in the range of a 3.2 to a
3.5, and LSAT scores from a 34 to
a 37. For instance, the represent¬
ative from the University of Maine
Law School in Portland said the
average score of the entering class
in 1987 was a 37 with a GPA of
3.29.
An added bonus for Bates stu¬
dents, according to Career Coun¬
selor Virgina Griffiths, is that the
Law School Data Service, which
processes the GPA’s from all the
colleges and universities in the
United States, raises the GPA’s of
Bates students. She added that
most law schools recognize “the
challenge of Bates.”
Once admitted to the law
schools of your choice, there is
the question of where you should
go. Probably the biggest factor in
this decision is size and location.
With a bigger school, there is a
greater diversity of classes, espe¬
cially in the second and third
years. The main drawback of big¬
ger schools is larger class size and
a high student to faculty ratio.
With a smaller school, the student
to faculty ratio is usually lower
and classes smaller. But this is
usually accompanied by a smaller
library and a more limited course
selection.
Boondocks or Downtown?
Where do you want to study? At
schools like Boston University that
is right on Commonwealth Ave¬
nue in the heart of Boston, stu¬

dents can enjoy the diversity and
rich culture of a great city, but pay
the price of scarce housing and
high rents. The social dynamo, at
his best, can only hope to meet a
fourth of his class (each class is di¬
vided into four sections). At
smaller schools like Washington
and Lee University in Lexington,
Virgina, you get the individual¬
ized attention that comes with a
school of 350 students. The Smokey Mountains line the horizon,
but the closest major city, Wash¬
ington,D.C., is three hours away.

ken students.” The vandalism has
ranged from the breaking of
newly-planted Magnolia trees to
President of the College the stealing of Christmas wreaths
Thomas Hedley Reynolds and his that were gifts from friends.
wife Mary spoke informally with
Reynolds was questioned by
• students in Chase Lounge last students on where he stands on
Thursday afternoon. The wine current hot topics at Bates. When
and cheese reception was spon¬ asked about the Representative
sored by the Campus Association. Assembly’s increasing political
nature both in stance and mem¬
Kathy Scahill, commissioner of bers, Reynolds said that he is
the campus commission for C.A., against political statements by
initiated this year’s reception after either the faculty or the R.A.. He
last year’s attempt failed due to said he feels that individual
the President’s busy schedule. stances are fine, but that an over¬
This year an agreeable time was all position should not be taken
found.
when some faculty or students
Scahill said that students do not may be opposed to it.
have enough contact with the
In terms of the recent faculty
President, who is now starting his Short Term decision Reynolds re¬
third decade here at Bates. She re¬ plied that he has “mixed feel¬
alized that few people know who ings.” He said that generally
he is or exactly what he does on speaking he tries to stay away
the campus. Scahill thought that it from cumbersome proposals. He
would be nice for students to have appeared to be in favor of sym¬
an opportunity to talk casually posia, but he felt that students
with him and his wife.
have good reasons for wanting
Once the reception was under high priority their senior year.
way, Reynolds took questions
Reynolds believes that through
from the dozen students who had
amendments the proposal was “so
already gathered and even asked
watered down” that any professor
them some questions.
wife ar¬
is capable of setting up conditions
rived 45 minutes later and took
that would admit third short term
questions from another group of seniors easily into their classes. He
students.
went on to say that he was “not
President Reynolds reflected
sure the entire faculty would agree
sadly on the fact that his Lewiston
that’s what they voted.”
home has been the subject of van¬
Reynolds went on to speak
dalism over the years by “drun¬
continued on page 16

His

Then, there’s the question of
what law school is like once you
get there. Are you going to spend
three years with your head buried
in a book? It really depends upon
the school. Most schools have in¬
ternship programs in law firms
and courthouses. First year stu¬
dents at Northeastern University
spend four months working in the
field as part of their course work.
Finally, for those of you that
think law school means the end of
all leisure and physical activity for
three years, the recruiter from
Case Western University had some
encouraging news. He said he
played competitive lacrosse
throughout his three years of law
school. In fact, he remarked, Case
Western has an extensive sports
program for law students. So
much for being tied to your desk
for three years with your nose in
a book.

3$TON university
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relations

S.P. Browning '89 meets with a representative from Boston University during
law week. Colin Browning photo.

BCI seeks change in image
by Dan Record
Staff Reporter
Recently the Bates College Im¬
perialists began an all-out cam¬
paign to improve their image on
campus, a campaign which re¬
sulted in a name change for the
group dedicated to informing the
Bates community of world af¬
fairs. Now as the Bates College
Internationalists, they are hoping
this new name is the first step in
creating of a more popular, more
active campus group and one that
will, according to Prime Minister
Ben Malcolm ’88, “increase our
membership and our respect from
the faculty, as well as the stu¬
dents.”

The old Imperialist name was
the key, members feel, to the lack
of respect the Bates community
gave to the group. “It was a stum¬
bling block,” said Craig Pepin ’88.
“It was hindering what we wanted
to do. We sat back and decided
whether or not this organization
would be here five years from
now.”
The name change is not the only
step that has been taken to insure
the future success of the group,
however. The Internationalists are
also attempting to become a much
more visible organization by
sponsoring many different activi¬
ties throughout the year. One no¬
ticeable activity is the BCI bulletin
board located to the right of the

Associated Press printer in Chase
Hall. Apparently that area of
Chase was originally designated by
President of the College T. Hedley
Reynolds as a place for students
to keep up on world events. “They
(the college) were all for having
the board used (in this manner),”
says Cindy Gerstl ’89.
Tom Kugeman ’89 noted one
other activity sponsored by BCI
that has worked well and will con¬
tinue to be a part of the Interna¬
tionalist’s plans. “We will con¬
tinue our series of forums at¬
tempting to inform the Bates
community of world events.”
Next week the group will be pre¬
senting a forum on the current sit¬
uation in Tibet.
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Sports
Field hockey number 1 in Maine
by Mark Clizbe
Student Correspondent
How about a pay raise for
Coach Sherry Deschaine?
On October 3, her team lost to
Wheaton College 4-0, dropping its
record to 2-3. Her defense was
being beaten to almost every loose
ball, and was allowing too many
fast break scoring opportunities.
The offense wasn’t much better.
In the previous three games, in¬
cluding Wheaton, the Bobcats had
been outscored 12-1.
On October 6, Bates was to play
a good Tufts team. Deschaine de¬
cided to make some changes. She
shifted
her line-up, adding
speed
to the defense, and
providing more strength in the
mid-field. Leading scorer Jane
Davis ’88 was moved back to the
sweeper position in order to take
advantage of her speed; Kathy
Deraspe ’90 was moved up to the
front line, where her strength and
aggressiveness could be better
used. Furthermore, she changed
her team’s alignment from a 4-33 (four front-line players, three
midfielders, and three defensive
players) to a 4-3-2-1, shifting one
defender into a sweeper position,
so that fast breaks could be de¬
fended more effectively.
Bates lost to Tufts 1-0, but Des¬
chaine stayed with the new unit. It
paid off.
Over the next six games, the
Bobcats outscored their oppo¬
nents 20-4. Their record was tar¬
nished only by a 2-1 loss to na¬
tionally ranked Salem Sate, as
they won four of their last six
(they tied USM 1-1). Even in the
Salem State game, Bates played
well.
“We played very well as a
team,” said Davis. “They were

very good, and we stayed with
them right down to the last two
minutes. We never gave up.”
This was a very different team
from the one that lost to Middlebury, Bowdoin, and Wheaton. No
longer were opponents out-hus¬
tling, out-running and out-shoot¬
ing Bates. Goalie Piep Van Heuven ’88 no longer was required to
save 20 shots every game.
In addition, the offense was get¬
ting more shots on goal. The en¬
tire team played more aggres¬
sively. “Everybody seemed to feel
good about the changes,” said
Davis.
The season came to a success¬
ful culmination on Wednesday.
Bates beat USM 1-0 in overtime
to win the Maine state champi¬
onship.
Both teams started out slowly in
the final game, waiting for biggame jitters to fade. The ball spent
most of the first five minutes
around mid-field.
The game’s first break came
with about seven minutes gone in
the first half, when USM’s leading
scorer, junior Kristin Popito,
slipped past the Bates midfielders,
and made a run for the net. She
beat the defenders back, and had
goalie Van Heuven at a disadvan¬
tage, but missed the shot.
“That made a big difference to
us,” said Davis. “After that, we
relaxed a little.”
Still, neither team could gain a
significant advantage. Regulation
time expired with the teams tied at
0-0.

Finally, with 7:28 left in the first
overtime, Sarah Griffin ’89 curved
a shot from the baseline into the
goal to give the Bobcats the vic¬
tory. USM mounted a couple of
last-minute threats, but to no
avail.
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\fter coach Sherry Deschaine adjusted her team’s formation, Bates turned their record around and won the Maine State
tournament. Colin Browning photo.

Davis, Van Heuven honored
Jane Davis ’88 and Piep Van
Heuven ’88 proved this week that
Chris Hickey is not the only AllAmerica candidate on the Bates
College campus. Both were se¬
lected as members of the first team
regional All-Star field hockey
teams on Saturday in Worcester.
Van Heuven and Davis com¬
peted with fifty-one other players
for spots on the team, and will go
to Westport, Connecticut on
Wednesday to try out for the na¬
tional team.
The two were nominated by
coach Sherry Deschaine to go to
the tryouts this Wednesday on the
merits of their outstanding play

this year for the state-champion
Bates team. Davis led the team in
scoring, with 14 goals and one as¬
sist, for a total of 15 points in 13
games. Van Heuven saved 95% of
the shots taken on her, allowing
an average of less than two goals
per game this year.
Also attending the tryouts were
Lisa Erhardt ’90 and Michelle
Housley ’89. Erhardt was selected
for the second team, and Housley
the third team.
Adding to the honors received
by the Bates field hockey team,
Davis, Van Heuven, and Sarah
Griffen ’89 were named to the AllMaine team.

Volleyball wins Maine States

—

Julie Roche '91 spikes a winner against Bowdoin. Jay Tillman photo.

by Peter Carr
Student Correspondent
The Bates women’s volleyball
team ended their most successful
season ever by picking up win
number 38 as the Bobcats swept
the MAIAW Tournament this past
weekend. Bates defeated Husson
College, UMF, and finally Bow¬
doin all in straight sets to bring the
Maine State title home for the
third consecutive year.
“I couldn’t be more pleased !”
said an excited Coach Marsha
Graef. “The team surpassed all
the expectations and goals that 1
had set before the season opened.
It is great to have the Maine State
trophy back for another year.”
Overall this season, Bates vol¬
leyball posted their most wins in
the history of the college finishing
with a remarkable 38-6 record,
including a first-ever NIAC Tour¬
nament championship in addition
to the MAIAW title.
Bates dominated the MAlAW’s
all afternoon and cruised to the fi¬
nals for a showdown with second
seed and arch-rival Bowdoin.
After winning the opening game
15-10, Bates turned up the inten¬

Field hockey final report
GOALS ASSISTS
Jane Davis

14

1

Sarah Griffen
Lisa Erhardt

4
4

9
2

Melissa Ladd
LaurenHolden

1
3

4
o

RamaidaClark
Tracy Edwards
Heather Stanley
MichelleHousley
Mary Kelly

1
'
1
0
0

4
q
0
1
1

Team Record: 7-5-1

again

sity and literally ran Bowdoin off
the floor.
Bates took the initial lead as a
Polar Bear attempt to return co¬
captain Krista Bourquein'89’s
serve was met by Julie Roche ’91,
who blocked a spike attempt back
into the face of her opponent.
After three straight Bowdoin miscues and a Roche serving ace,
Michele Feroah ’90 set sophomore
Laurie Plante, who pounded in a
winner for a 6-0 lead.
Bowdoin was able to cut the
lead to only 6-3, but Bates denied
any attempt at a comeback.. De¬
fensively, the Bobcats’ net play
constantly rejected the hits of the
Polar Bears. And on offense,
Bates created their own opportu¬
nities as hustling saves were turned
into lofty sets for vicious spikes.
Michele Feroah began the final
surge toward the MAIAW trophy
by serving an ace to up the lead to
an insurmountable 12-3.
Fi¬
nally, Laurie Plante blocked a
Bowdoin spike for championship
point and third consecutive state
crown. The celebration began.
The first game of the champi¬
onship match was not quite as easy

for Bates. After being tied 7-7,
Bates took a three-point lead, only
to have the pesky Polar Bears claw
to within one, 11-10. That was as
close as the Bears would get as
Bates dusted off the for good with
four straight points. Feroah ended
the game with a floating serve for
an ace and a 15—10 win.
Bates was just as dominant dur¬
ing the earlier inter-pool matches.
Laurie Plante served on seven
points and Krista Bourquein
added five as the Bobcats rolled to
a 15-2 drubbing of Husson in the
first game of opening match. The
Bobcats went on to sweep Husson
with an identical 15-2 score as
Claire Whittlesey ’91 led with
three service aces.
The Bobcats held the momen¬
tum into the second match versus
fourth-seed UMaine Farmington.
After Cathy Meoni’s three aces
propelled Bates to a 15-9 opening
game win, the Bobcats took ad¬
vantage of UMF mistakes and
crushed them 15-2. Three
matches, three wins, and a perfect
day.
“This is a nice way to end the
season,” said Graef.
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Last-second touchdown does Bates in

Bowdoin bearly beats Cats, 20-19
by Mark Clizbe

Student Correspondent
Well, Bates may have lost it, but
the Bates-Bowdoin football game
was definitely “one helluva
game.” In a 20-19 thriller, Bates
lost to the Bowdoin Polar Bears in
a game that effectively decided the
CBB title.
From the very beginning, this
game promised to be exciting.
After only two plays' from scrim¬
mage, Bates fumbled the ball
away, giving Bowdoin the ball on
the Bobcat 42 yard-line. The gen¬
eral consensus in the packed
stands on Bates’s side of the field
was that it would be a long day of
Bates football.
The Bobcat defense had other
ideas. Bowdoin sped promptly to
the Bates four-yard line, but got
no further. Bates turned away four
Polar Bear pushes at the goal-line,
stuffing tailback Greg Bohannon
twice for no gain.
The offense was not as success¬
ful. On the very next possession,
Bates turned the ball over again,
this time when a Dennis Gromelski pass was intercepted at the
Bates 20.
This time Bowdoin capitalized
on the opportunity. Five plays
later, Bohannon pushed in for a
pne-yard touchdown and Bow¬
doin took a 7-0 lead.
Bowdoin added to the lead with
3:22 left in the second quarter
when Bohannon ran it in again
from six yards out, this time on a
pitch from quarterback Stafford.
To this, Bates retaliated. Start¬
ing on their own 41, the Bobcats
marched downfield, primarily on
the power of Gromelski’s arm and
(surprise, surprise) Chris Hickey’s
legs. The drive appeared to stall
on the Bowdoin 10, with Bates
faced with fourth and three.
However, Coach Web Harrison
decided to go for the score. Gro-

Despite an impressive performance by the Bobcat defense, Bates was defeated by Bowdoin 20-19. News Bureau photo.

melski responded with a 10-yard
strike to tight-end Rich Garabedian ’88, and Bates pulled within
seven just as the half ended.
The two teams opened the third
quarter by exchanging stalled
drives before Bates scored again.
Gromelski hit tight-end Steve
Lewis ’88 on a 74-yard bomb. The
Bowdoin cornerback had gone for
the interception on the pass—and
missed. Lewis simply caught the
ball, and all that was left to do was
out-run the rest of the secondary.
The play of the game followed
on the PAT attempt when senior
Sean Nolan’s kick was blocked by
Bowdoin linemen Steve Daft, and
Bates trailed 14-13. The complex¬
ion of the game seemed to change
with this play for Bates would now

be forced to attempt a two-point
conversion if they scored again.
That is exactly what happened.
With 10:38 left in the game,
Hickey scored following another
extended drive by the Bobcats,
BATES
07 66- 19
BOWDOIN 7 7 06-20
Bovtdoin; Bohannon 1 ytl run

putting Bates ahead 19-14. Gro¬
melski attempted a two-point con¬
version pass which fell incom¬
plete. Bates had the lead for the
first time in the game, but could
lose ii with a Bowdoin touchBowdoin

down.
For a long time—ten minutes of
game time, to be exact— it looked
as though Bates would hold off
the Polar Bear offense and win the
game. On two consecutive drives,
the Bowdoin offense faltered,
ending drives after only small
gains in yardage.
Then came the fateful last drive.
Most of the damage was done by
Bohannon. On the first play of the
drive, he sprinted down the side¬
line for 22 yards, and then gained
13 more on the next play, bringing
Bowdoin to the Bates 29 yard-line.
The Bears advanced the ball to the
17-yard line on three plays.
The pass that Bowdoin receiver
Cavanaugh caught on the next
play was not a good one. In fact,
it was awful. It was over Cav¬
anaugh’s head and behind him. It
hung in the air for what seemed an
eternity, waiting for a defender to
knock it down. But it was over the
defense’s heads, too. Cavanaugh
made a great play, reaching up,
off-balance, to catch the ball.
Bowdoin won.
Once again, Bates had played
almost well enough to win the
game. Almost.
Bowdoin will win the CBB title
this week, if they destroy the
Colby Mules at Colby.
Bates will play in the season
fianle against Tufts University
here, at 1:30 on Saturday.

Bates

Firs! downs

(Saietta kick)
Bowdoin: Bohannon 6yd run
(Saletm kick)
Bates; 10 yd pass Gromefski
to Garahedian (NoLan kick)
Bates: ?4y<i pass Gtomciski
to Lewis {kick blocked)
Bales: Hickey 1yd run
(pass failed)
Bowdoin; I7yd pass Stafford
to Cavanaugh (ran failed)

Rtishes*yds.
Passing yds.
Passes-Att-Comp-lftl

10 7 -0

20 12-1

Total Offense

Here’s to the cheers of B-A-T-E-S
Recently the Saturday after¬
noon mood in the stands of Garcelon Field has gone through a
sweeping change, as the once
hushed and restrained Bates stu¬
dent body has risen as one to strike
a feeling of concern and even de¬
spair into the ears of Bobcat op¬
ponents. Previously known as
generally apathetic toward foot¬
ball, Bates fans this season have
risen from their seats in a frenzied
support of their fellow football
playing students. And while the
noise levels created by Bobcat fans
have not reached potential ear
damaging levels, the spirit in the
bleachers this year is a far cry
from what used to be: a better-siton-your-hands-to-stay-warm
crowd.
Bates students have begun to
sport scratchy voices and swollen
palms Monday mornings due to
their participation in boisterous
cheers like “Hick’s okay”, “Move
those chains,” and “Hail to the
chief.”
The most popular cheer, the in¬
famous “B-A-T-E-S, Bates!”
chorus, led notably by juniors J.J.
Cummings and Todd Murphy, has
created a new concept in cheer¬

leading directed by what the Bates
Bobcat Backers refer to as ’B-AF-F-O-O-N-S.’
Although some cheers have
taken on tasteless proportions, the
newly generated support for the
Bobcat gridiron stars has not gone
unnoticed by the players: the fe¬
rocious Bobcat Backers have pro¬
vided Bates a chance to improve
to 3-1 at home this Saturday
against Tufts (in a 2-5 season).
Junior linebacker Jim Pickette
probably echoed the feelings of
many of his teammates best when
he said the new crowd enthusiasm
“really provides a boost when
you’re on the field,” although Jim
privately admitted to being dis¬
appointed at the lack of a ’Pick’s
Okay’ cheer.
Now that the initiative has been
taken by this growing group of
voice-hearty Bobcat Backers, it is
not only time for more students to
add their lung capacity to the de¬
lirious throng of supporters, but it
is time to harness such energy into
more productive ways of showing
our support.
If the idea of a band works for
the basketball team this winter, it
would be a feasible project to try

and bring them to Garcelon Field
next year for football games. And
why don’t we pull that old Bobcat
mascot costume out of the closet
and put it on some b-a-f-f-o-o-n
who can also help to direct the un¬
tamed mass of delirious fans?
Why stop there? In future years
why don’t we look into buying a
real bobcat and keeping him in a
cage on the side of the field?
Think about the fear we would
strike into our opponents with a

Mark Mandel
band, cheerleaders and a live bob¬
cat on the side of the field, to go
along with a bloodthirsty Bates
crowd. Bowdoin and Colby would
probably try to imitate us by going
out and getting their own Polar
Bear or Mule, but they wouldn’t
match our originality, unless, of
course, Tufts went out and got a
Jumbo.
We could even think about in¬
stalling an organ on the roof of the
Garcelon field bleachers to lead
our fans in chants of “Charge!”
and “Defense!” While we are at
it, would it cost all that much to

get a Diamond Vision scoreboard
and put at the end of one of the
end zones? That way not only
could the Bates crowd get a sec¬
ond glimpse of those controversial
plays, but stick figures on the large
screen could efficiently lead the
Bobcat mob into shouts of ’B-AT-E-S.’
I may have gotten a little car¬
ried away, but this new crowd en¬
thusiasm could be the beginning
of big things to come. I can just
see coming to Lewiston for a
Back-to-Bates weekend to find
that the adminstration has de¬
cided to dome Garcelon Field to
counter the winter elements and
provide a warmer atmosphere for
Bates Bobcat Backers. I could just
see coming back to school in
twenty years to find that the new
domed stadium has been renamed
the Carignan Coliseum or the
Branham Bowl. Can you imagine
the fear we would strike into fu¬
ture Bowdoin, Colby and Hamil¬
ton teams if they had to travel to
Bates to play in the dome known
as the “Home of Harrison” or the
“House That Hick Built”?
And I could just remember
twenty years from now that such

plans were far from the minds of
the classes of 1988-91 when they
supported Bates with their
scratchy voices, worn out lungs,
and swollen hands. So maybe you
should stop for a second this Sat¬
urday as you are spelling out B-AT-E-S, and yelling at the referee
about his marital habits, and think
that you may not only be making
many forget the old days of
hushed spectators at Bobcat foot¬
ball games, but that you are pos¬
sibly kindling a spirit that will be
carried on in future years by new
Bates Bobcat Backers.
Mark Mandel is a Columnist for
the Student.
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ECAC Tournament

Women’s soccer downed by Smith, 5-2
by Emanuel Merisotis
Staff Reporter
On Saturday the Bates women’s
soccer team ended their season
with a trip to the ECAC champi¬
onships. Bates went up against the
top seed, Smith College, also the
host of the tournament. Bates
ended up on the losing side, drop¬
ping a 5-2 decision in their final
game.
For Bates it was their third trip
to the ECAC’s in three years. Last
year Bates walked home the
champions but two years ago
Smith had beaten Bates in the fi¬
nal game.
Bates hung tough with Smith
for the first half. It was “exciting
soccer to watch,” according to
Boettcher as the Bobcats ended up
tied 2-2 at the end of the half.
Sandy Kapsalis ’89 picked up a
goal followed by junior Bethany
Maitland’s 16th goal of the sea¬
son, with Paula Shea picking up
an assist on the Maitland goal.
As the second half started it
seemed to be “anyone’s game,”
according to Boettcher. Smith
chalked up a goal early and then,
after senior Deb Sullivan had to
leave the game because of a pre¬
vious injury, Smith scored two
quick goals to put the game out of
reach of the Bobcats.

“We were pretty excited to be
there,” coach Diane Boettcher
commented on Bates presence in
the tournament. Normally one
would not expect a team with a 65-2 record to make post-season
play, but the Bobcats made it.
Boettcher credits the team’s
qualifying for tournament to the
fact that Bates has a very tough
schedule. Bates, who wound up
ranked ninth in New England,
played all but three of the other
teams in the top ten. Thus Bates
was unable to produce a spectac¬
ular record.
“We play the best,” Boettcher
stated and said she plans to con¬
tinue to play them because it has
gained them respect in New Eng¬
land.
With the loss to Smith, the
Bobcats end the year with a 6-62 record, far below the expecta¬
tions Boettcher set in the begin¬
ning of the year. Boettcher insists
that they had a good year and
that, although the team did not
fulfill the original goals, those
aims “weren’t unrealistic.”
The toughest part of the season
for Bates soccer is in saying good¬
bye to the three seniors that have
been the backbone for the team.
Senior captain Deb Sullivan will
be greatly missed in the backfield.
Boettcher credits Sullivan for the

sparsity of goals scored against
Bates in the last four years. The
leadership she has provided at
sweeper may be hard to replace.
Also leaving will be Bates’
goalie for the last four years
Brenda Gostanian. Boettcher
points to the 1SAA records Gos¬
tanian holds for most shutouts
and fewest goals allowed as proof
of her value to the team. Bates
faces the tough challenge of find¬
ing a goalie that will make the
team as confident as Gostanian
made them.
Amy Baker is the other captain,

whom Boettcher called the “most
consistent player” for the last four
years. Baker, who was asked to
move from midfield to the back
this year, did so despite her pref¬
erence for the midfield. The com¬
mitment of Baker and the other
seniors to Bates soccer will be
greatly missed. “You just can’t say
enough about those seniors,” said
Boettcher.
Next year Bates will rely on jun¬
ior Bethany Maitland, who has
been the power of the offense the
last three years. Bates will also
look for- junior Sandy Kapsalis

and Johanna Michel ’90 to pro¬
vide the leadership that Bates will
need. Bates should also be helped
by the return of junior Kathleen
Duffy who was forced to miss the
entire season due to illness.
Bates will also rely on the return
of the freshmen who have taken
an active role on the team.
Boettcher anticipates that a few of
the upperclassmen will be moved
to the back to make up for the loss
of leadership.
Boettcher is very confident that
with a good recruiting year Bates
will be strong next season.

Amy Jones third at ECACs
by Anne Millham
Student Correspondent
Despite a heavily injured team,
the Bobcat women’s cross country
team came through again with a
seventh-place finish at the ECAC
Championships this past week¬
end. Amy Jones ’88 finished third
overall in a field of 178 runners
representing 22 colleges.
Jones’ third-place finish was the
best among New England college
runners, topped only by two run¬
ners from Ithaca College of New
York. Ithaca won the team event
followed by Plattsburgh College.

The only New England colleges
finishing ahead of Bates were
Bowdoin, Middlebury, and Colby,
all of whom Bates defeated earlier
this season when the.team had
fewer injuries.

Women’s
Cross-Country
Kerry O’leary ’89 ran second for
Bates finishing 17th overall. Beth
Golden ’90 ran a strong race,
crossing the line scarcely five sec¬
onds after O’Leary in 20th place.
Senior captain Pam Oest and
sophomore Wendy Harper, run¬

ning in only her third meet, were
three seconds apart at 81st and
82nd. Other runners from Bates
were sophomores Debbie Morris
(101st) and Janine Myatt (119th).
Unable to compete due to in¬
juries were starters Rosemary Hart
’89, Sarah Alspatch ’89, and Jerusha Farr ’91.
This weekend they will be run¬
ning in the Division III National
Qualifiers at Southern Massachu¬
setts University. There is a good
chance that Bates could earn some
plane tickets to the Nationals at
Hope College in Michigan, Court
said.

Hickey set to end Bates career
by Mark Mandel
Student Correspondent
When senior tailback Chris
Hickey takes the field Saturday
against Tufts he will be playing his
last game in a Bates career that has ,
seen him set eight individual
school records, with a legitimate
chance to set three more against
the Jumbos this weekend. This fall
Hickey has become the first Bates
runner ever to rush for over 1,000
yards in a season, and he has pro¬
duced the two best individual
football days by a Bobcat player
since Bates first played football in
1875.
Chris, who is listed at six feet,
210 pounds, has.been a workhorse
this year for coach Web Harrison.
In seven games this season he has
rushed for 1,075 yards on 179 car¬
ries, and has scored 16 touch¬
downs. He has caught 11 passes
for 181 yards and a touchdown,
and has even thrown for a 26-yard
pass completion and to complete
a two point conversion. Before
last week’s Bowdoin contest Chris
led the nation in every division for
average rushing yards per game
(163), and average points scored
per game (16).
Hickey arrived at Bates in 1984
after attending Phillips Exeter
Academy for a post-graduate year.
As a senior at Melrose High
School in Massachusetts the year
before, he was honored by The
Boston Globe as the Division I
Football Player of the Year.
Hickey said he made Bates his col¬
lege choice because he “just sort
of ended up here.”
As a freshman Chris was moved
to fullback in order to accom¬
modate the starting halfback,
John Boyle ’86. Boyle went on to
set the Bates rushing record for
yards in a season in 1984 (857), a
record Hickey broke this year in
front of Boyle during Back to
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Chris Hickey will wind up his Bates football career tomorrow against the Tufts Jumbos. Hickey will
retire as one of Bates' best running backs ever, having set seven school records. Colin Browning
photo.

Bates weekend.
In his two years as a fullback
Chris did not see much rushing
action; freshman year he gained
235 yards on 49 carries with one
touchdown, and sophomore year
he gained 408 yards on 103 car¬
ries. Said Hickey: “I really didn’t
mind being changed to fullback.
It was a new position for me and
it was kind of interesting. As long
as I was in there and contributing
1 didn’t care that I wasn’t carrying
the ball as much.”
After Boyle graduated in 1986,
Hickey entered his junior season
as the focus of a new wishbone of¬
fense. Accompanied by blocking
backs Jack Foley ’89 and Steve

Feder ’88, Chris set rushing rec¬
ords for most attempts in a game
and in a season, and most rushing
touchdowns in a season (12), while
gaining 841 yards on 194 carries.
After his best performance of the
’86 season against Colby, Hickey
won the weekly College Division
Gold Helmet voted by New Eng¬
land football writers, as well as
ECAC player of the week honors.
Hickey and Bates got off to a
slow start this season, losing their
first four games. But the Bobcat
season turned around in games
against WPI and Colby, as Chris
posted performances that will long
be remembered.
Against WPI Chris rushed for

242 yards and caught passes" for
another 109 yards. He scored six
touchdowns, including td runs of
50 and 57 yards and a 68-yard re¬
ception, as Bates won 49-28.
In his next game against Colby
the versatile halfback
carried
the ball 25 times for 274 yards. He
scored four touchdowns, includ¬
ing a 47-yard break-away, as the
Bobcats triumphed, 46-28.
Chris has a chance to break the
record for rushing attempts in a
season (needs 16) and in a career
(needs 22), and rushing touch¬
downs in a career (needs 2).
Last week against Bowdoin,
Hickey rushed for 96 yards on 26
carries, scoring one touchdown.

He seemed displeased about the
Bates loss, saying, “We went back
to making the mental and physical
mistakes we were making in the
first four games this year.” He did
not seem to care that he was held
under 100 yards rushing, or that
Bowdoin’s offense outgained him
on the day.
This season Chris has attracted
attention from around the nation.
Although he seems reluctant to
talk about his accomplishments,
he is quick to praise the help he
has gotten from running-mates
Foley and Feder, and the blocking
he has gotten from his experi¬
enced offensive line.
As for his last game in a Bates
uniform, Hickey thinks of it in
terms of team goals: “I hope we
can bounce back from the Bow¬
doin loss. It would be nice to end
the season on a winning note.”
It would be nice to have Chris
Hickey end his Bates career on a
winning note as well.
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Arts & Entertain merit.
Powerful images related by poet

Celebrated poet conveys images of Israel
By Amy Bruton
Staff Reporter

“A

X
poet writes
about something lost or out of
reach,” remarked Yehuda Amichai in his prologue of an evening
filled with vivid and disturbing
images of his native Israel. Amichai, who is one of Israel’s leading
poets, recited his own poems to
an intimate crowd in the Olin Arts
Concert Hall last week.
Sponsored by the Temple
Shalom Synagogue-Center and the
Bates College English Depart¬
ment, the evening commenced
with an insightful introduction of
Israeli life with an emphasis on the
tumultuous city of Jerusalem.
Following this candid talk, Amichai embarked on the recitation of
his first experience at 18 with war
and love.
His words, originally written in

Hebrew, possessed a sense of suf¬
fering which portrayed “an object
of art.” With vivid images repre¬
senting deep emotions and cher¬
ished memories, the poet depicted
his love for his father against the
eternal violence of war. The “end¬
less cycle of war” along with a
sense of deep-rooted history
marked Amichai’s poems as a
profound representation of the Is¬
raeli reality, as he writes, “no need
to use tear gas, I am already
crying.”
Contrasting, yet complimenting
the poet’s thoughts on war, were
his melancholy love poems. In
“Quick and Bitter,” Amichai re¬
lated the story of a fleeting love
affair which has left behind sim¬
ply a memory. “A Letter of Rec¬
ommendation” summons images
of the poet’s father and religion as
antagonists to a prospective
youthful love. Biblical references
grace Amichai’s poems as the

majestic King David is alluded to
as a great poet, warrior, lover, and
hero.
In a particularly powerful poem
entitled, “Time For Everything,”
the poet comments on the lack of
time to “forget and remember” as
well as to “love and to hate.” As
conflict is continuously in the
background of the “Venice of
God” (Jerusalem), the poet finds
humor in a naive group of trav¬
elers in his poem, “Tourists.” Im¬
ages of hotel rooms, photographs,
and monuments are humorously
contrasted with an Israeli man (the
poet himself) carrying vegetables
home for his evening meal, serv¬
ing as a reference point to the ob¬
livious sightseers.
These powerful reflective poems
were written in contemporary He¬
brew used by the citizens of Israel.
Yet the translations in over 20 dif¬
ferent languages allow others to
share Amichai’s poetic display of
emotions and ideas.

Movie stuns with tasteful horror
by Ben Malcolm
Student Correspondent

P

^■L roduced by the same
man who brought us Nightmare
on Elm Street, The Hidden proves
to be a worthy successor, stunning
the audience with its blazing
tempo and great horror movie
special effects. Comparable to a
mixture of The Terminator, Alien,
and Critters, this film borrows
from all of these, while taking the
best partsof each .
Let’s face it, folks- we aren’t
talking about a reading from
Shakespeare here, and this movie
depends mainly on fast-paced ac¬
tion sequences without trying to
impress the audience with any
moral message, and it performs
extremely well in this clear-cut
role.
The Earth is again the stomping
ground for an alien >vho has a pe¬

culiar taste for high-priced cars
and violent anti-social behavior.
The beginning of the film sets the
tone for the movie, with a bank
robbery and car chase, and direc¬
tor Jack Sholder keeps the pace
steady and the plot easy to follow.
A big factor in the film’s suc¬
cess is its tongue-in-cheek ap¬
proach, keeping the mood of the
action at times light and amusing.

Movie Review
The good alien, played by Kyle
MacLaughlin of Dune fame,
comes off as a mellower version
of Mork, blithely stumbling
through Earth’s customs with a
deadpan face.
This movie also contains quite
a few Arnold Schwarzeneggar
one-liners, and all this contributes
to taking the rough edges off of
what could have been a regular
horror/sci-fi flick.
The two leads, the alien FBI

agent and the police chief, give
credible performances as a duo
seeking out the bad guy, and they
play off each other well. We learn
enough about both of their pasts
to care about what happens to
them during the course of the film,
and there are several touching and
sentimental scenes inserted amidst
the chaos.
The villain is a vicious little slug¬
like creature that reminds one of
a miniaturized version of the cat¬
erpillar “Mothra” creature from
some Godzilla film—sort of an
alien juvenile delinquent with a
nasty streak.
There are a few problems with
the film, however. Several of the
plot threads are easily picked up

!JM

Israeli potc Yehuda Amichai conveys painful images of his people. Colin
browning photo.

by the audience ahead of schedule,
including the fact that one of the
main characters is, indeed, an
alien. Also, there is the rather am¬
biguous ending. The violence, of
course, tends to be excessive at
times, though tastefully done. The
transferral between bodies of the
bad guy is only seen once and is
not overtly explicit.
Of course, there are the usual
horror-movie-dumb-guy-moves,

such as the fact that after seeing
the alien take dozens of bullets
without much effect, the lead
characters still use their standard
issue police revolvers when they
should have been breaking out the
anti-tank weaponry. All in all,
however, the movie rises above its
few deficiencies, and presents us
with good, escapist, fast-paced
Saturday afternoon entertain¬
ment.

New theater course
analyzes song in drama
by Rebecca Laroche
Student Correspondent

XT
JLJfc.ow closely tied to¬
gether are music and theatre? The
bond goes further than Rogers and
Hammerstein. It goes beyond both
the opera and the cabaret. Maybe
one remembers the haunting lyrics
of the Eurythmics during Ophe¬
lia’s madness scene in last year’s
Bates theatre post-modern pro¬
duction of Hamletl And then
there are the airy songs of Shake¬
speare’s comedies.
The connection between song
and drama originates with the be¬
ginnings of theatre. In light of this
bond, the Bates College Theatre
Department has developed a
course, to be taught by Associate
Professor Kuritz, that will con¬

centrate on this cross-discipline,
consolidating music and theatre.
The course is called “The Singing
Actor” and will be offered for the
first time next semester.
Professor Paul Kuritz will be
assisted by Martin Perry, musical
director for Steven Sondheim and
for the Brunswick Music Theatre.
Kuritz feels that the course ad¬
dresses an interest on the Bates
campus for musical theatre. Those
who will take the course will be
taught how to “act a song”
through analyzing such aspects of
musical drama as its lyricism, the
vamp, and the entrance. Some
students may choose to carry this
knowledge onto the theater de¬
partment’s spring production
which, this year, will be Kurt
Weil’s musical, Happy End, to be
performed in March.

Craig Prentiss ’88 portraying the manipulative Hummel in The Ghost Sonata. Colin Browning photo.
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“American Pictures” stimulates understanding
of apathy with disturbing message
l plucked my way between
the crowded parking lots full of
small Japanese cars and the oc¬
casional Saab and BMW to see
American Pictures last Wednes¬
day. 1 entered our comfortable
Olin Concert Hall and joined ap¬
proximately 375 of my peers, who
similarly walked across our bea¬
utiful campus.
As we were waiting for the pro¬
gram most of us noticed a lanky
and rather hairy man hurriedly
running about. I think I probably
made the same dumb hippy jokes
that everyone else made.
The tall man with shoulder
length' hair and a braided beard
that extended to his belt intro¬
duced himself as Jacob Holdt. He
presented American Pictures as
the result of his love of the Amer¬
ican people as he came to know us
through hitchhiking throughout
the United States in the 1970’s.
As the show started I began to
feel disturbed.
The music had powerful lyrics
about the loss of love and the in¬
humanity of man to man. But the
music only served to back up the

powerful images that 1 saw dis¬
played before me. It started as
photographs depicting slavery, in¬
cluding an interview with an ex¬
slave who was 135 years old.
American Pictures went on to
display how slavery is still in use
today, particularly in the tobacco,
cotton and sugar industries. There
was a break after two hours of
horrifying images of the pain of
the rural black under-class.

Colin Browning
By the intermission 1 felt numb
after hearing and seeing all the
suffering. 1 slowly made my way
out of the concert hall to see how
others felt.
“It’s scary . . . really scary.”
“I feel I should quit going to
Bates and go out in the field
somewhere and try to help.”
“I have no idea what to think.”
“It hits pretty hard.”
The second half of American
Pictures displayed the misery of
urban under-class blacks, but per¬
haps the saddest aspect of the sec¬
ond half is the story of Jacob’s
friend Popeye Jackson. Jacob and
Popeye worked together for sev¬
eral years on civil rights and par-

ticularly prison reform. Tragically
Popeye was gunned down by, as
Jacob suspects, C.l.A. hit-men.
After the show I was just curi¬
ous enough to ask a few ques¬
tions. 1 was curious how someone
could produce and display a show
of this caliber without getting
continually depressed.
He really enjoys doing the
show! Why? He is an self-proclaimed activist who simply wants
to provoke people to get some¬
thing started that will make this
American society better.
“I feel that this could be a won¬
derful society ... we need
oppression fighters in every soci¬
ety to fight oppression. If there is
no one to stir up awareness about
it, nobody is going to deal with
it.”
As 1 walked back to my dorm
after seeing through this Dane’s
eyes all the oppression that our
society causes, one thought struck
home. American Pictures was at
Bates last Short Term, but have we
changed at all? 1 realized the
whole purpose, of causing a
change in our society through
changing our behavior in some
way, had failed. As 1 walked the
curved, pleasantly lit path, past
the puddle, far from any urban
slum, I saw that apathy is not
caused by a lack of awareness, but
actual contact.
Colin Browning is Photo Editor
but also tries to write for The Stu-

t>ane -Jacob Holdt exposes America in its harshest light. Colin Browning

Maine Acting Company production
worth it despite mediocre directing
by Jo Ann Clark

Staff Reporter

D

Maine Acting Company is performing The Three Penny Opera until Nov. 22.
Publicity photo.

-■-Bertolt Brecht’s The
Three Penny Opera, under the di¬
rection of Paul Kuritz, is in pro¬
duction through Nov 22 at the
Maine Acting Company Perform¬
ing Arts Center. This musical is a
powerful, socio-political com¬
mentary on the essentials of hu¬
man existence. Although the play
is not without its humorous ele¬
ments, the humor is overshad¬
owed by the bleakness of Brecht’s
vision.
For Brecht, Christian morality
is irrelevant in the face of starva¬
tion. Society functions by exploit¬
ing its hungry, diseased, and un¬
fortunate members. Furthermore,
these impoverished victims, these
beggars and whores, become our

Bottle cap reveals artful direction
by Ron Schneider

Senior Reporter

j.f there is one thing I can tell
you in advance of sitting through
two hours of the very slow
Paris, Texas is to take notice of
what Harry Dean Stanton does
with the bottle cap after he fin¬
ishes the water in the opening
scene of this amazing movie di¬
rected by Wim Wenders. Stanton’s
action epitomizes the careful at¬
tention to detail and intention of
direction that makes Paris,Texas

one of the best movies you will
ever see.
The movie definitely takes its
time telling its story but it is worth
every minute. 1 liked this movie so
much, I travelled an hour on the
subway, ignored my work and the
flu from which I was dying to see
it. This weekend however, the
Renaissance Film Society is fea¬
turing Paris,Texas, just across
campus.
It is the story of a man in rural
Texas, brilliantly played by Harry
Dean Stanton, who sets out to
correct the past. He meets his son
for the first time in years and

searches for his wife played by
Nastasia Kinski. Telling you any
more would not be fair. Take my
word for it, see the movie.
What I can tell you is to watch
the camera angles and the direc¬
tion and appreciate the writing
and the symbolism in this master¬
fully crafted piece of art. There is
more I could say but I don’t want
to destroy the experience for you.
See it this weekend and if you like
it, see it in the audio room again.
For the first time though, all you
have to remember is the bottle
cap.

objects of ridicule in their struggle
to feed themselves. Given the rel¬
evance today of Brecht’s message,
put forward in the latter days of
an administration that sees no
poverty, everyone should see this
play.
Unfortunately there are prob¬
lems with this particular produc¬
tion. To begin with a minor point,
the play started late, which left lit¬
tle to do but read the program.
The cast biographies, which I sup¬
pose, in keeping with Brecht’s
Marxist spirit, seem written to
convince the audience of how po¬
litically correct the cast members
are. Compared to Brecht’s con¬
cern of starving to death, or not,
these well-intentioned assertions
of social consciences seem, well, a
bit forced.
Still, I preferred program read¬
ing to watching the actors who
could be seen hanging around out
of character, loosening up, mak¬
ing up, and back-rubbing one an¬
other— this was interesting, but
not for long. Besides, the device
of calling attention to the medium
detracts from the specific in¬
stances in the script when Brecht
does so in order to say, “Look, as
unpleasant, as disgusting as these
characters are on stage, in real life
they are unimaginably worse, and
so would you be too, in the same
circumstances.”
In general, Kuritz’s directorial
style , which attempts to be con¬
frontational, is merely intrusive,
often inconsistent, and always
heavy-handed. The sexual sight
gags and bits are predictable after

ten minutes, and rest assured that
no opportunity to use one will be
missed. The mixture of stylized
gestures and props with real ones
is random. For instance, why does
Macheath spit on stage (my boots
would still be wet had I been
seated in the front row), but cop¬
ulate with Polly in stylized, mel¬
odramatic silhouette? Gee, why
miss this chance to be really dar¬
ing?
To be fair, the music, by Kurt
Weil, is very difficult. Musical Di¬
rector Martin Perry does an ex¬
cellent job, and he has some pol¬
ished singers to work with, most
notably Lance Gero as the Street
Singer, Christina Barbor as LowDive Jenny, and Robin L. Gralnick as Lucy Brown. Sam Rossi,
Joy Miller, and Amy Engel Hardt
as Mr., Mrs., and Polly Peachum
were also very strong in their de¬
manding roles. Lewis J. Alessio’s
commanding stage presence suits
the villainous Mack the Knife, but
his singing ability, albeit consid¬
erable, is not up to the demands
of the three solos he must sing in
the final act. Peter Lystad’s scene
and costume design are very ef¬
fective and more than make up for
the sad mistreatment given to
Scott Balentine’s (’89) fine cho¬
reography.
All in all, it’s worth the ticket
price to see Brecht. Reservations
should be made in advance if the
sellout crowd on opening night is
any indication of the ticket de¬
mand to be expected for this show,
and of the rest of the MAC’S sea¬
son.
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College Concert Series features Andean music group
by Michelle Farrell
Arts Editor

s

porting a variety of in¬
struments indigenous to Latin and
South American cultures, the
seven-member folk band Inti Illi¬
mani performed in front of an en¬
thusiastic audience in the Olin

Concert Hall last week. The group
performed selections from an ar¬
ray of song genres including tra¬
ditional Andean, Flamenco, and
more contemporary Latino folk
music.
The members of the Inti Illi¬
mani were expatriated from their
native Chile when the Allende
government was ousted in a mili¬
tary coup in 1973. The musicians,

on tour in Europe at the time,
were prohibited from returning
and have since settled in Rome.
Although politics has affected
their lives so explicitly, its reflec¬
tion in their music is more sub¬
merged. Most of the songs the
band plays are not overwhelm¬
ingly political. As Jorge Coulon
said in a Boston Globe interview,
“We play music because we need

'C*

to, because we love it. Not to use
it to do something.” Any political
message that the music conveys
emerges from a personal level as
opposed to a moralizing one. The
sentiment of the music is grounded
in a folk mentality.
In their music the group blended
sonorous vocal harmonizing with
a wide assortment of Latin Amer¬
ican and more cosmopolitan in¬
struments, facilitating the breadth
of musical styles they-performed.
They performed Andean folk mu¬
sic, played with traditional guitar,
Mexican guitar, 10-string chalango, drum, pipe-flute, and siku,
an indigenous Latin-American
multiple-pipe wind instrument,
elaborating on it a bit with the ap¬
pearance of a couple saxophones.
Other musical genres executed
during the concert included a Fla¬
menco piece, as well as numerous,
more contemporary Latin folk
songs written by band member
Salinas.
Many of these originals used the
work of Latin American poets for
lyrics including as “Mi Chiquita”
and “Polo Doliente” set to the
verse of the Cuban Guillen and
Peruvian Nazoa, respectively. A

distinct Latin American influence
was also to be found in the music
of the songs written by Inti Illi¬
mani. For instance, the upbeat “El
Carnaval” used conventional An¬
dean percussion, guitar and chalango arrangements, combined
with a less traditional pipe con¬
struction and nontraditional sax¬
ophones. This particular song also
highlighted the versatility of the
band’s members as five of them
changed instruments during the
course of it.
Some of the other highlights of
the concert included two Andean
folksongs from Bolivia, “Senora
Chichera” and “Sancreo.” The
latter is a difficult piece which be¬
gins with only pipes and gradually
builds into a wild intensity. Con¬
centration seethed from the faces
of the musicians during this num¬
ber which they performed splen¬
didly, eliciting a standing encore
from the audience which brought
the band back for a happy encore.
The Inti Illimani constituted the
second concert of this year’s ec¬
lectic Bates College Concert Se¬
ries. The next performance will
feature the highly celebrated
American folk singer Odetta on
December 5 in the College Chapel.

The amazingly versatile Chilean folk ensemble Inti Illimani performed last week at Olin. News bureau photo.

Bands make listeners want to dance

Y

JL ou’ve heard the old adage."
“A rose by any other name would
smell as sweet.” This certainly ap¬
plies to the two bands we are going
to discuss this week. Just because
these guys have silly names doesnT
mean that they play silly music. In
our minds these bands smell swee¬
ter than many other bands
around. They are Husker Du from
Minneapolis
and
L.A.’s
fIREHOSE.
Last month, we had the plea¬
sure of catching up to Husker Du
in Providence and experienced for
ourselves this band that many
critics have hailed as the finest
band in America. Guitarist Bob
Mould and drummer Grant Hart
have been described as a thrashing
Lennon and McCartney due to the
remarkable consistency of their
songwriting album after album.
And that night in Providence
they made it clear why. Choosing

Upcoming
Events

selections from their classics Zen
Arcade, Flip Your Wig, and
Candy Apple Grey, this band put
the crowd into a thrashing fury
fueled primarily by 1987’s master¬
piece Warehouse: Songs and Sto¬
ries. This double album is full of
the songs and stories that Mould

Chris Wright &
Chris Grunden
and Hart have been bottling up
over the last two years.
On a casual listen, these songs
sound like a wall of feedback and
throbbing rhythms covering often
obscure vocals, but the brilliance
of the lyrics aren’t lost in the midst
of the cacophony. It just takes a
couple of listens to sort it all out.
Included on the album are songs
of'love, hate, betrayal, and com¬
ing of age in our often confusing
world. This year is the 20th an¬
niversary of the Summer of Love,
and while Husker Du is a thor¬

oughly ’80’s band, their neo-psy¬
chedelic sound has prompted
many critics to liken them to such
psychedelic bands of the Sixties
such as Jimi Hendrix and Blue
Cheer.
Both of us are not afraid to ad¬
mit that on the first few listens
Husker Du was lost on us. But as
we sit here now, a couple of years
later, we can say that we hold
Husker Du to be at a plateau
which few bands can ever reach,
and we can only give you our
strongest recommendation to buy
Warehouse and give it the time
and patience it deserves. You will
be richly rewarded.
Last Sunday night we made an¬
other new music pilgrimage, to the
inner recesses of Central Square in
Cambridge, Mass., to see another
of our favorites. We were there for
fIREHOSE at T.T. The Bears, and
once again it was well worth the
three hour ride, the missed classes,
coniinued on page 15

Soprana Deborah Perkins, of Monmouth, performed songs to music by Aaron
Copland. Eric Yates photo.

and College Choir in Bach’s Cantata no. 150, Haydn’s “Le Ma¬
'F Continuing through Nov. 22, Theater Performance: The Maine Act¬
tin” Symphony and other works. 8 p.m. Olin Concert Hall. Ad¬
ing Company presents Bertold Brecht’s stunning musical “The
mission: Free.
Three Penny Opera.” 8 p.m. Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays,
and 2 p.m. Sundays. MAC PAC 113 Lisbon Street, Lewiston. For t Nov. 15, Film: The German Sunday Night Film Series presents “Haus
ohne Huter,” set in a Catholic town in the Rhineland in the fif¬
ticket information and reservations call 784-1616.
ties, in which the fatherless children of two very different families
T Continuing through Dec. 13, Art Exhibit: The Olin Museum of Art
become friends and have their first life experiences under con¬
presents the exhibit “Revealing the Spirit: Paintings by Alice
trasting auspices, both moral and material. 9 p.m. Olin 104. Ad¬
Neel,” with 14 works by the celebrated painter. Also on display
mission: Free.
are “Style in Portraiture” and “Recent Gifts, 1986-87.” 10 a.m.4,
Nov.
16, Concert: The Portland Symphony Orchestra, under the di¬
4 p.m. Tues. through Sat. and 1-5 p.m. Sun. Olin Museum of
rection of Toshiyuki Shimada, will present Webern’s Passacaglia,
Art. Adi. ission: Free.
Op. 1; Mozart’s Concerto for Flute and Harp; and Tchaikov¬
'F Nov. 13,14, Theater Production: Martin Andrucki, associate pro¬
sky’s Symphony No. 1, “Winter Dreams.” 7:45 p.m. Merrill
fessor of theater, directs “Ghost Sonata” by Swedish absurdist,
Gymnasium. Admission: $13 adults/$8 children 12 and under.
August Strindberg. 8 p.m. Thursday, Friday and Saturday, and
Call 786-2901, ext. 3105 for ticket information.
2 p.m. Sunday. Gannett Theater. Admission: $4/$2 students and
4> Nov. 17, Noonday Concert: A program of duets from the romantic
senior citizens. For reservations call 786-6161.
and modern repertory will be performed by soprano Judith Cor¬
t Nov. 13,14,15, Film: The Renaissance Film Society sponsors “Paris,
nell of Bates’ applied music faculty and mezze-soprano Miriam
Texas.” 7 p.m. Olin 104. Admission: SI.
Barndt-Webb of Brunswick, accompanied by Martin Perry of
t Nov. 14, Saturday Seminar: Russian scholars Dennis Browne and Jane
Brunswick. 12:30 p.m. Olin Concert Hall. Admission: Free.
Costlow~ of the Bates foreign-languages faculty will speak on
“Glasnost and Perestroika.” 10:30 a.m. Skelton Lounge. Ad¬ 4> Nov. 20,22, Concert: The Androscoggin Chorale and Calderwood
Consort present a program of Renaissance music. 8 p.m Friday
mission: Free. To pre-register, call 786-6127.
and 3 p.m. Sunday. Olin Concert Hall. Admission: $6/$4 stu¬
$ Nov. 14, Concert: William Matthews, associate professor of music at
dents and senior citizens.
Chamber Orchestra
Bates directs The
iSoKi»!C«Ki*K»5!i»5tiiK«R«T»I?iiSH5r«iKw5!»5SiS:iiKMSiiKwyuSuSHS«Sw3,j
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Visiting professor
shares knowledge of
Lewiston history
by Mary Lehman

Student Correspondent
From the University de Quebec,
visiting history professor Yves
Frenette gave a lecture in the Fiiine Room last week in front of a
larger-than-expected audience,
mostly Lewiston-Auburn resi¬
dents of French-Canadian de¬
scent. Frennete, the husband of
French Lecturer Mary Aube, fo¬
cused on the immigration of
French-Canadians to the Lewis¬
ton area in the late 19th century.
He cited some of the causes of
this move: the population growth
of peasants that Montreal and
Quebec City could not support,
the crop failure in eastern Canada
which was aggravated by compe¬
tition from the American and Ca¬
nadian midwest. Also, most of the
eastern townships in Canada were
occupied and organized by the
British with such strict laws as re¬
quiring cash for the purchase of
land.
As the goals of society at the
time centered around family pros¬
perity, it was advantageous to
move to America where mercan¬
tilism and capitalism had created
a middle class. Often, Frenette
pointed out, the woman of the
family decided to move the family
out of Canada, sometimes fight¬
ing a homesick husband.
How many Canadians immi¬
grated? “We cannot imagine the
flow back and forth of people
across the border,” said Frenette.
Families would often move from
place to place between Canada
and New England, usually Ver¬
mont and Maine, working only a
few weeks in each town.

>
;

The first family moved from
Quebec to Vermont to Lewiston in
1860. The French-Canadian pop¬
ulation grew so fast, said Fre¬
nette, that in 1870, only ten years
later, 1000 families had immi¬
grated. The French-Canadian
population in Lewiston was 3,500
in 1878, and 5,000 in 1880. By
1900, one-third of the Lewiston
population was French-Canadian.
But why did all these families
come to Lewiston? Waterville,
Frenette said, was populated ear¬
lier and consequently before the
immigration boom. Lewiston was
only “a link in the chain,” being
the fourth or fifth town settled,
but well populated because ru¬
mors had time to spread and the
railroads were being built. Most
came in family units and generally
stayed with their own people.
“Some spoke English,” Frenette
said, “but it was the exception.”
The families moved around be¬
cause they knew, said Frenette,
that they had to “go where they
feel they can make a living,” and
the fluctuating economy of Lew¬
iston in 1870’s and 1880’s didn’t
permit them to stay long.
In a question and answer ses¬
sion afterward, Frenette also
commented that Lewiston has the
greatest number of French speak¬
ers of any Maine town, with 40%
being of French descent. Frenette
said the major immigration boom
stopped in 1900 when the situa¬
tion began to improve in Canada.

Maintenance prepares the campus for the change from fall to winter. Colin Browning photo.

Smoldering cigarette sets off
alarm in Schaefer Theater
by Tim Mahoney

Senior Reporter
A small fire was discovered in
the basement tool shop at Schaef¬
fer Theater on Tuesday, Novem¬
ber 3, according to Security direc¬
tor Mark McCracken.
“At approximately 12:30pm on
November 3, the technical services
director found a piece of muslin
cloth smoldering in the workshop
at Schaeffer Theater. He used a
nearby fire extinguisher to put out
the fire, then took the cloth out¬
side,” said McCracken.
“There were no flames, but the
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(Open 24 Hours A Pa7)
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• Self Serve Gas & Diesel Fuel
• Cold Beer • Wine • Soda
• Ice • Groceries • Sandwiches
• Magazines • And Much More

Happy Hour: 4-7 PM Everyday
All Day Tuesday
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Now Serving Cocktails
The Traditional Bates Bar

"WE NEVER CLOSE"

T-SHIRT
EMPORIUM

,

675 Main St., Lewiston
i • Maine T-Shirts
• Baseball Shirts
m • Concert Shirts
• Custom Work
• Silk Screen
• Jackets
1 i • W» Prfart Tour Itras Too
MON-FRI 9:30-8:001
9:30-5:00
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NEW ITEMS
ARRIVING DAILY!
New merchandise is arriving daily including collectible dolls, Steiff Bears, Avanti
stuffed animals, Ibrass, pewter, baskets, custom designed soap flower arrangements,
soap plants and trees. > 0pen Mon.-Sat. 9 to 8,
Sunday 12 to 5

ACROSS FROM KORN HAUS KELLER RESTAURANT
Westminster Mall (Outer Lisbon St.) 783-2031

EAT-IN

TAKE-OUT
“Fast Food Like No Other"

LEWISTON

4>GET LOOSE AT THE GOOSE *

sat/ is • fac'tion (sat/is • fak'sh&n) n: contentment;
a source ot enjoyment.
teach (tech) vb: to instruct by precept, example, or experience.

they do go together.
Teaching is a career that gives lifetime satisfaction: Teaching in a
private independent school provides you with flexible curricula,
small classes, motivated students and a supportive community.
Over 750 independent schools, non-profit and non-discriminatory,
are looking for people with a firm grounding in the traditional
academic subjects taught in elementary and high school. Critical
needs exist in math, science, Spanish, French and elementary
education.
Certification is not required.
IES counsels and refers beginning and experienced teachers to
independent schools nationwide.
We charge no fees to the applicant.
For an Application call or write:

INDEPENDENT EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
20 Nassau Street • Princeton, NJ 08542
1-800-257-5102 or (609) 921-6195
Independent Educational Service? is a non-profit corporation directed by member schools.

Campus visit:

alize how foolish it is to carelessly
use fire extinguishers.”

'd

1

ELIZABETH ANN

CORNER EAST AVE * SABATTUS ST

smoke was thick enough to set off
the building’s fire alarms. The
Lewiston Fire Department re¬
sponded to the alarm, but by that
time, the problem was under con¬
trol.”
Bates Security has determined
the cause of the small fire to be a
carelessly discarded cigarette butt.
“This could have been a much
bigger problem if a fire extin¬
guisher hadn’t been nearby,” said
McCracken. “When fire extin¬
guishers are set off in the dorms
for no real reason, it could present
a big problem. I hope people re¬

Monday, Nov. 16, 7pm.
Alumni House Lounge

WE HAVE ONLY
GOOD THINGS
TO SAY ABOUT
CANCER OF
THE COLON.
If detected early,
the cure rate for
colorectal cancer is
very high.
Because we now
know how to detect
it early. And we
know how to fight it
once we detect it.
Write us for our
simple checkup
guidelines.

HOME OF THE BEST SANDWICHES
AROUND...AND MORE
FRESH DOUGH
PIZZA...
Try our unique whole
wheat crust and our
new 16”

with our own
cheese sauce

JUMBO SIZE

BEER & WINE
ON TAP...
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or older

FRESH
STEAMED
VEGGIES...

707
Upper Main St.
Lewiston
"Just before the Raceway"

100%
SIRLOIN
STEAK
SANDWICH..
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783-7601
Soups &
Chili...
made fresh in
our Kitchen

DINNER
TO GO...
OR NOT
4 PM TO CLOSING

M0N-THURS 6:30 am to 8 pm, FRI & SAT. 6 am to 11 pm SUN 6 am to 9 pm
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Budget process is at fault
Perhaps the only good thing to arise from the
recent Representative Assembly phone “scan¬
dal” is the exposure of a major flaw in the
budget procedure. What has allowed the entire
fracas to occur is a conflict of interests caused
by having an organization in charge of both'
creating and approving its own budget pro¬
posal.
First, a little background, to be sure everyone
has the facts straight. The crucial events of this
little scenario occurred last March during the
meetings of the Budget Committee (BC), a
seven-member Select Committee chaired by the
Treasurer of the RA, in this case Halsey Platt
’88. The task of the BC is to review budget pro¬
posals of all organizations to whom the RA al¬
locates funds, including the RA itself.
About two weeks after all budget proposals
were due to the Committee, on the morning of
their ’hearing’ before the BC, the RA still had
not submitted a proposal. With Platt too en¬
trenched in his duties as chair of the BC to pre¬
pare the RA’s budget proposal, RA president
Jennifer Guckel ’88 and vice-president Sean
Nolan ’88 were forced to dash off a last-minute
proposal, with the last line reading simply:
“phone bill— $150.” To the best of the Guckel’s memory, this portion of the proposal was
left unchallenged during the hearing, but, ques¬
tioned or not, the $150 was allotted for a phone.
However, while Guckel knew the phone was
to be in her room for RA business, this was not
clear to the Committee, which probably as¬
sumed the allocation was for an office phone,
that, unknown to them, is paid for by the
college. Similarly, when the (budget was pre¬
sented to the RA body for approval, it is very
possible the members assumed the same thing.
But the major problem here is not whether
any deception, intentional or not, occurred; the
problem is that the Budget Committee gave
preferential treatment to the RA by passing the
RA’s proposal without the careful scrutiny to
which all other organizations were subjected.
Additional unfair favoritism was displayed by
the BC accepting a shoddily-prepared budget
proposal and by, in effect, extending the RA’s
budget deadline. The BC showed favoritism
towards its ’parent’ organization, and this is an
abuse of power that Should not, must not, oc¬
cur.
Remember, this /committee makes recom¬
mendations which bontrol the distribution of
over $118,000. With stakes this high, any show
of partiality, no matter how seemingly trivial,
deserves attention./
First notice that the Budget Committee al¬
lowed the RA two weeks over deadline to sub¬
mit their proposal. This is the same Budget
Committee that was so strict with regards to
deadline that many organizations’ leaders
worked all night to ensure completion of their
proposals on time. And yet, the RA was per¬
mitted an extra two weeks to come up with a
budget proposal.
Clearly no other organization could get such
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favoritism.
The reason the RA did not have its budget in
on time was
undoubtedly, in part, that the
person who should be pivotal in drawing up the
proposal, the Treasurer, was tied up in doing
Committee work.
Next consider the proposal that was finally
submitted to the Budget Committee. The ma¬
jority of proposals presented to the Committee
were over five pages long, with larger organi¬
zations like WRBC or The Mirror over 12 pages
long. Impeccably typed. Expenditures ex¬
plained neatly in well-organized paragraphs.
Clear, readable documents outlining what the
group had done, and what it hoped to do with
its new budget.
Now consider the proposal the RA submit¬
ted. Seven lines long. No rationale for any of
the expenditures; just the figures alone on the
right-hand column. Handwritten. On one page
of lined notebook paper fresh from the binder.
Written within two hours of the hearing. See
the difference?
If any organization other than the RA had
submitted a proposal as sloppily-made, as illprepared, as the RA’s, then, assuming the pro¬
posal weren’t laughed out of the Committee,
certainly the proposal would be treated as if the
drafters were uncommitted, and thus the grill¬
ing, as it were, would be even that more stren¬
uous. And yet this didn’t happen with the RA;
if anything, they were scrutinized less than other
organizations.
And remember, this is no trivial point. The
phone bill expense was unexplained on the pro¬
posal, where it should have been explained fully
as to what the expenses were and what the
money would and wouldn’t cover. And just be¬
cause it was only $150 this time doesn’t pre¬
clude that it could be $1500 next time.
But if the expenses weren’t written out on the
proposal, certainly it was the Budget Commit¬
tee’s duty to probe deeply into just exactly what
each expense, line by line, covers. And yet
again, the $150 escaped untouched [and no one
remembers discussing the issue at all].
Could this have occurred in someone else’s
budget? Possibly... but it seems unlikely. From
all reports, the Committee was complete in its
scrutiny of other organizations budgets. A sum
as large as $150 would not go unquestioned.
So, the question remains: what can be done?
As it seems clear the RA is unable to handle the
responsibility of reviewing its own budget fairly,
there must be some watchdog over the RA’s
proposal and hearing to ensure this doesn’t
happen again.
Perhaps the Faculty Advisor should step in
here, as an overseer of the RA’s budget. Per¬
haps a student board independent of the RA
should be supervising. Perhaps even the entire
RA’s budget could be handled outside of the
ordinary budget process. The point is that
the RA has not subjected itself to the same scru¬
tiny other organizations faced. This is an abuse
of power, and must be checked.

-Letters to the Editor:RA article opinionated
To The Editor:
This letter concerns the item
dealing with the RA and it’s pres¬
ident, Jennifer Guckel. At first
glance this “news item” insin¬
uates that Ms. Guckel illegally
used funds from the RA Budget
for her own private ends. The first
part of the article reports on the
events involved with and leading
up to the issue. Towards the end
of the article the “reporter” stops
giving facts and presents his own
opinions on the subject. Thus, the
article is clearly an editorial. It’s
placement on the first page im¬
plies (at least to this reader) that
this is a factual article.
The Bates College Student has,
under the First Amendment, every
right to print what it sees fit, how
it sees fit. But the First Amend¬
ment does not allow for the def¬
amation of character. I recognize

that the content of the article is
one person’s opinion and that the
choice for placement and format
are made by the editor. The place¬
ment and presentation of the ar¬
ticle imply that it is fact, not opin¬
ion. How so? First, its placement
on the front page (usually a place
reserved for news articles); sec¬
ond, its lack of immediate and
visible indication that it is an ed¬
itorial; and third, the manner in
which the editorial and facts were
mixed in the article.
The Bates College Student and
its editor border (if not cross) on
slander and gross negligence in
presenting this “news article” in
this manner. At the very least this
is an example of poor and irre¬
sponsible journalism.
Signed,
Bruce

Kozuma, ’89

Water Polo club thanks
Dear Editor,
We would like to thank the fol¬
lowing people for helping to make
the New England Small College
Water Polo Championship Tour¬
nament a success: the mainte¬
nance department, commons, and
the lifeguards. We would also like
to thank the Deansmen for theirwet rendition of the Star Spangled
Banner. But most of all, we would

like to thank those of you who
made the tournament teams feel
welcome during their stay and
supported us throughout the day.
And a very special thanks to
everyone braving the heat of Tarbell Pool to cheer us on to victory
in the final game. We couldn’t
have done it without you.
THANK YOU,
Bates Water Polo Club

Film board prohibits
eating and drinking
ing, or smoking at Film Board
To the Editor:
This weekend Lethal Weapon movie showings. In order to as
drew the biggest attendance the 'sure this, we don’t permit people
Film Board has had this semester. to take edibles to their seats with
Unfortunately, some members of them; they can be safely left with
this weekend’s audience appeared the house manager. We will not
to be ignorant about the Film make exceptions; “hey, .c’mon,
Board’s policies concerning the we’re friends” is not a valid ex¬
presence of food or drink in the cuse. We’re being more strict than
auditorium, and had to be asked we have been in the past due to the
to dispose of what they had. In new carpeting in the Filene room,
one case, a beer bottle was the washing of which we don’t
dropped in the lobby of Schaeffer care to be responsible for, and due
theater, littering the floor with to an undeserved past rumor that
beer and broken glass:
the Film Board is an irresponsible
We would like to believe that the organization bent on trashing au
reason for these problems was that ditoriums.
people are simply unaware of our
We hope this will explain to our
no-edibles policy, and that with a audiences why, in the future,
little more information it wouldn’t house manager may ask someone
happen again. Unfortunately, this to please remove his/her coat or
is obviously not the case, as most open his/her bag before entering,
of those confronted were trying to or why someone may be politely
sneak beverages in underneath asked to reave their soda can at the
their coats; this clearly indicates door during the show. We try to
that they knew the drinks were not provide movies that the student
permitted. After all, we do an¬ body will enjoy, and in return we
nounce that at the beginning of only ask that you follow our few
each showing. In hopes that it will rules so that we can continue to
sink in this time, we would like to provide them.
state that policy Liere:
The Film Board:
There is to be no eating, drink¬
Ann Harrington, chairperson

Service Week to be held
To the Editor:
Lewiston has felt rejected by the
Bates community for many years.
It has a depressed economy, and
feels somehow inferior to wealth¬
ier Maine cities like Auburn and
Portland. Having a school for
“spoiled rich kids” in the middle
of town makes Lewiston’s short¬
comings even more obvious. Res¬
idents feel the campus is aloof be¬

cause it rarely joins in any town
activities, and volunteers for com¬
munity projects are few and half¬
hearted. Lewiston seems about
ready to give up on Bates.
Bates has felt rejected by Lew¬
iston for many years. Students are
rarely invited to town activities
and are labelled “spoiled” and
“rich” when so many are hard-
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Homophobia, not homosexuality, is the real problem
The following are statements by
real people. The statements were
made by students from other col¬
leges, so certain aspects of the
original statements have been
changed to make them relevant to
the Bates campus. But who the
students are doesn’t matter. Their
message does.
“...I was living in Adams my
freshman year, and some of my
neighbors saw me dancing at a
party with another guy. After that
they’d bang on my door at all
hours, shouting ”faggot“ and
threatening to beat me up. Before,
they’d been my friends—we’d
gone to Commons together,
played racquetball together—even
caught a movie or two. They were
obviously straight, so 1 didn’t say
anything to them. But after they
saw me dancing with another guy,
it was like I’d caught a disease or
something—like 1 wasn’t even hu-

man anymore...”
“...It’s like I have to pretend to
be a whole other person if I want
to not be harassed. If I dance with
another guy, people will know I’m
gay, and they just can’t deal with
that. In the past I’ve been called a
”faggot“ and worse, even threat¬
ened, even when I’m totally mind¬
ing my own business. I go to par¬
ties just to have a good time—
y’know, drink some beer, relax,
talk with some friends, blow off
steam—like that. But people
won’t let you. They want to hurt
you, just because you’re gay. Why
are they so frightened of us?”
Homophobia is perhaps the last
“socially acceptable” prejudice
left. The public practicing of any
other bigotry is frowned upon by
society, but open, virulent homo¬
phobia is fostered and encouraged
by mainstream America, by the
political right, by the Church, by

Eddie Murphy and other popular
comedians, and even by the psy:
chologists who say that homosex¬
uality is a “dysfunction.” These
statements, however, are not from
“sick” people, but from perse¬
cuted ones.
“...When 1 finally came out of
the closet, almost all of my male
friends started treating me differ¬
ently. It was almost like 1 had just

Jess Nevins
gotten leprosy or something. I
hadn’t changed in any appreciable
fashion—I’d merely declared
openly what I’d been feeling for
years. But they were all so threat¬
ened by it that they didn’t want to
remain being my friends. I was the
same person—how did the fact of
my different preference make me
bad? Why is it that different has
to equal bad?”

Questions with Java Man
Are you concerned about the
instability of the stock market,
and Wondering what all the rising
and falling means for you, the
small investor?
After reading the newspaper re¬
ports, you may find yourself con¬
fused, unsure, even distrustful.
Right now, with the prospect of
another recession drawing nearer,
you need solid, candid advice
from someone who knows the
market.
You need to talk to Java Man.
At the age of about one half
million years, Java Man has been
around a lot longer than the DowJones. Our primitive man from
Southeast Asia has seen the rising
and falling of empires far greater
than our own, and he is an expert
in nearly every facet of invest¬
ment. Sought after for advice on
things financial and sartorial, he
jokes, “Believe me, it isn’t easy
for a tiny, half-million-year-old
walking corpse to find a nice pin¬
stripe in his size.”
Speaking from his lower Man¬
hattan office, Java Man sifts
through his phone messages and
letters, all of them bearing anx¬
ious queries from small investors,
like yourself.
Java Man, I had to sell my util¬
ity stock after the big crash, and I
really took a bath on the deal. I’m
curious: where does the stock
market expression “to take a
bath” come from?
That’s an interesting question.
Although many people believe the
expression arose in 1929, after
dozens of despondent investors
hurled themselves into the briny
waters of the East River, the
expression was, in fact, coined in
the early ’60’s by a young broker.
He found himself suddenly
strapped for cash after numerous
bad investments, and was forced
by circumstances to take a bath
with Louis Ruckheiser, the host of
PBS’ Wall Street Week.
Goodness! How Shocking!
Actually, it isn’t all that uncom¬
mon for an unemployed broker or
impoverished investor to be forced
into the role of paid escort for an
agirtg, erudite public television
personality. Take William F.
Buckley, for example....
I think we’d better return to our
topic. Do you, Java Man, predict
that the Dow will fall even fur¬
ther, causing interest rates to sky¬
rocket, and the exchange rates to

plummet, increasing the budget
debt, and throwing out of whack
the delicate balance of power on
which we in the free world de¬
pend?
No. Certainly not. Things don’t
fall apart overnight. The decline
of the American empire will take
at least another fifty years. So,
don’t go cancelling that lunch date
next week! (Laughs)
Fifty years! That’s a bleak out¬
look, Java Man. What are you in¬
vesting in?
Real estate at least a mile above
sea ievel, gold, silver, lead, fire-

Alumni Column
arms, chemical weapons, and the
insect extermination industry.
Insects? Why?
Well, after the inevitable nu¬
clear wars, humankind’s survivors
will have to do battle with the vir¬
tually unkillable giant cock¬
roaches for mastery of the earth.
I predict that cockroaches will be
very big in the near future.
Just like in that post-nuke
trucker movie, Damnation Alley!
Starring Jan-Michael Vincent!
Yes, I love that movie! It features
a more realistic look at the postapocalyptic world than the Mad
Max movies, even though I’d ar¬
gue that cinematically, the Max
movies are the superior works.
I'd have to agree with you there,
Java Man, but getting back to the

trouble on Wall Street...
That reminds me! Oliver Stone,
the Academy Award winning
writer-director of Platoon, has a
new movie called Wall Street com¬
ing out this winter. It stars Charlie
Sheen as a neophyte stockbroker,
and Michael Douglas as the Ivan
Boesky figure who inducts him
into his crooked world of insider
trading. I’m betting that it’s going
to be a big winner at the box of¬
fice around Christmas.
Michael Douglas is very hot at
the moment. With Fatal Attrac¬
tion leading the pack of autumn
movies, I think a lot of people are
taking a look at Douglas’ work.
He’s an underrated actor, I
think. Take a look at his perform¬
ances opposite Kathleen Turner,
Jane Fonda and Glenn Close.
Some very strong women, Java
Man.
Exactly. He doesn’t try to over¬
whelm them. Why should he?
He’s very secure with his own tal¬
ent, his own roles, and he doesn’t
get caught- up in all that Holly¬
wood back-biting nonsense.
Frankly, Fatal Attraction was a bit
too stylized and uninvolving for
my taste, but I would still rec¬
ommend it on the merit of the
performances alone. I think that
Glenn Close is a sure bet for an
Oscar nod come next Spring.
Java Man is a column in the Stu¬
dent written by an ’86 Bates alum.

Almost anyone who’s ever been
friends with a gay person of either
sex will tell you that there is no
such thing as the “typical gay.”
Homosexuality is not something
that “afflicts” only certain types
of people—there are as many dif¬
ferent gay personalities as there
are heterosexual personalities.
“So many straight males seem
to think that gay men go around
raping little children and trying to
have sex with straight men. That’s
just not true. We aren’t any dif¬
ferent from them—they don’t go
around trying to pick up every
woman they see, do they? And the
facts are that most children are
abused by straight men, not by
gays...”
Part of the basis for the nega¬
tive reaction homosexuals con¬
stantly receive is a feeling, on the
heterosexuals’ part, of being
threatened. Humanity has always
hated and felt threatened by peo¬
ple who are different. And in a
world that is rapidly shrinking due
to media expansion, the number
of targets for xenophobia is rap¬
idly diminishing.
Racism is no longer socially ac¬
ceptable, nor is sexism or antiSemitism or anti-Catholicism.
When people publicly engage in
these prejudices, they are justly
condemned for it. But institutions
such as organized religions and the
military have traditionally refused
to acknowledge social progress,
and there are many ignorant peo¬
ple who can only feel good about
themselves by demeaning others.
These are some of the factors
which perpetuate homophobia in
our “enlightened” century, and at
our own “accepting” college.
“...All those people who would
never dream of saying ’nigger’ or
’kike’ or ’spic’ use ’faggot’ all the
time. Don’t they know that they
mean the same thing? Don’t they
know that, when they use that
word, they are hating me, even
though they don’t know me? That
they are hating the very concept of
me, even though my only crime is
to be different? They wouldn’t
dream of calling each other a ’stu¬
pid nigger’—why do they call each
other a ’stupid faggot’?”
Another basis for this hatred is
people’s insecurity. Psychiatrists
have, often found that bullies are
unsure about their own worth, so
they make themselves feel better
by making others feel worse.

Much the same tendency is exhib¬
ited among ’fag-bashers’, who are
unsure of themselves as men or
women, so they cover this uncer¬
tainty up by hating homosexuals.
Strength through exclusion.
Strength though hate.
“...1 heard some guy say that
he didn’t want tjs touch this girl
who belonged to the GLSA be¬
cause ’she probably has AIDS.’
He’d go out with a hetero girl,
even, though sjie might have
herpes, right? It’s like, because it’s
a disease that a lot of gays get,
everybody associated with them
will get it, right? Wrong.”
“...I know a lot of people talk
about the football players being
the worst fag-bqshers, but they
aren’t the only ones, believe me.
I’ve been called a! fag at the Com¬
puter Center, in (he Library, even
in Commons. Ybu’d like to feel
superior and say that ’oh, it’s only
the football players who do it’, but
it’s not. It’s everybody. Nobody is
pure.”
The fundamentalists rant about
gays being “unclean.” What is it
that makes then) “unclean”? To
put it in extremely simplistic
terms, homosexuality is merely a
preference. Just as there are dif¬
ferences in what people prefer in
terms of tastes, colors, feelings,
etc., there are differences in sex¬
ual preferences.
But for so many heterosexuals,
this difference somehow makes
the homosexual something less
than human, something whose ex¬
istence is almost blasphemous.
The media is also to blame, in a
way, for ours is a media-domi¬
nated society, and the media con¬
stantly bombards us with images
of solely heterosexual couples; by
doing this, they broadcast the
message that only heterosexuality
is acceptable. People find homo¬
sexuality a change from what
they’re used to, and they cannot
accept differences, cannot accept
the Other, so they hate homosex¬
uals.
Some people will say that hom¬
ophobia isn’t as bad at Bates as
I’ve described it, that Bates isn’t
like the schools from which the
original statements came. Well,
Bates is. And as long as people re¬
main close-minded and ignorant,
it will remain tha,t way.
Jess Nevins is a columnist for the
Student.

Take it all with a few chugs of Beam
Welcome back, hep cats! It’s
been a while, hasn’t it! We know
you’ve missed our pearls of wis¬
dom, you swine, so let’s take a
quick pull off that there bottle of
Jim Beam and get down to brass
tacks.
This week, we have chosen to
forego the weighty topics that we
usually investigate in this column
and talk about something confus¬
ing: the great American political
device known as “checks and bal¬
ances.” Grab another swig of Jim
Beam and we can start.
Here in the great U.S. of A.,
we’re real concerned about letting
anyone except large corporations
get too powerful. A wise man once
observed: “Power corrupts. Ab¬
solute power corrupts absolutely.
Hostess Twinkies make a nice des¬
sert after a dinner of filet mi-

gnon.” In order to avoid concen¬
trating power in one place and let¬
ting one person get all the
Twinkies, we always put sort of
metaphysical handcuffs on our
politicians. Nobody in the U.S.
government can do anything with¬
out asking first.
Unfortunately, this system
doesn’t always work quite the way
it’s supposed to. If you don’t be-

Chris and Alex
lieve us, try these little sentences
on for size: “Good evening, Colo¬
nel North, shake hands with Rich¬
ard Nixon. Say, boys, what do
y’all think about Vietnam? How
about reflagging a few ships?”
Get the picture? Sometimes it
seems like the only person govern¬
ment officials have to ask before

they act is some half-deaf Penta¬
gon janitor.
So Congress, in its infinite wis¬
dom, made a little something that
we writers refer to colloquially as
the “War Powers Act.” The gist
of this little baby is that if the
President wants to kill some peo¬
ple, he can go ahead and do it for
a month and a half. After that, he
has to go and ask Congress if he
can kill some more people. Con¬
gress will then say either: “Bad
President! Bad President! Killing
is bad, and besides, it could cost
us some votes!” or “Great show,
old bean! We’re standing tall,
now! Kill a few more of those
punks, will you?” (Translation:
“Thank you, sir, may I have an¬
other?”)
In other words, a lot of wrist¬
slapping goes on in Washington.

Whenever someorie forgets to ask
permission to go out and play—to
take that old transistor radio apart
and spread all of |its guts out on
the kitchen floor arid feed them to
the cat with a spbon, or just to
have another Hostess Twinkie—
they theoretically feet their wrists
slapped. Hard.
Harder, in fact, than Sister
Mary Ignatius ever hit you with a
ruler for wondering aloud why
Adam and Eve’s bodies were al¬
ways obscured by leaves in your
extra-large print full-color illus¬
trated little kid’s bible during
Sunday school at Our Lady of In¬
ternal Bleeding in the third grade,
you heathen.
Occasionally, this wrist-slap¬
ping escalates to face slapping.
continued on page 14
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Don’t let the alliteration get in your way
So, you wanna know everything
about the second floor of Chase
Hall? You can find out all about
it this winter. Fox Broadcasting is
going to have a new sitcom called
“224 Chase” starting in January.
You know, ahh, everything on the
second floor of Chase revolves
around room 224. Because I’m
there.
Oh, you really wanna know
everything about Commons?
Well, I’ll send that special Eye-inthe-sky-blue-Skye investigative
team down there. A page three
story on the bowels of Chase Hall?
I’m glad I thought of it.
(Flash to the next Wednesday
night.)
Here we have it! Everything you
always wanted to know about
Commons but were afraid to ask.
Herein follows a connoisseur’s
guide to the culinary delights of
Memorial Commons: a virtual

Twisted
potpourri of pan-dripping pies,
pastries and pizza...the earthy and
earthly offerings of the salad
bar...that healthful and happy se¬
lection of cereals...and a bounty
of burp-raising beverages. (All
these adjectives!! The Commons
Scribe will be impressed.)
We begin with breakfast. The
traditional, steadfast fare is con¬
tinually offered—bacon, eggs,
pancakes, waffles, french toast.
No one wants to get too creative
at 6 a.m. in the morning. Last year
no one woke up for hot breakfast
anyway. The Commons Scribe is
never up before 10 either.
And where does Commons ob¬
tain this surplus of early-morning
eats, along with all the other fan¬
ciful food? Army surplus, you
ask? Or are all foods so scrupu¬
lously shipped by one of those de¬
lightful drivers from Sysco Foods?
I’m afraid only the Commons
Scribe knows for sure.
Twelve-twenty means lunch¬
time. Eyeryone and his sister as¬
sembles outside Commons in that
long and lengthy lunch-line. They
just cannot wait to sample some
scintillating sandwiches. How¬
ever, health food granolas have
the power during the lunch hour.
Before their afternoon workouts,
sports-minded men and women do
not want to get filled up. But they
still want food that tastes great.
Jofu is a good call for these agile
and active athletes. (But where has

r.
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it been?) The Commons Scribe
also makes sure that nutrition is
not neglected. He helps satisfy
those four food groups right on
the lunchtime menu—vegetablepotato chips.
Dinner comes and goes by 7
p.m., and those who prefer to dine
late like the Europeans go hungry,
or sneak in the back door. The va¬
riety of delectable dinner fare is
oh-so varied. Commons provides
so much to choose from, and there
is so little time—workers would
like to take trays by ten past seven.
The Commons Scribe wants his
workers to get home at a reason¬
able hour.
Health food fans can continue
to tempt their untainted taste buds
at dinner. Vegetarian vittles are
forever in variety. Eggplant parmigiana is a most memorable
meatless manuever, ranking right
up there with the so aptly-chris¬
tened “Crusty Crowd-Pleaser.”
The Commons Scribe had a brush
with genius with this crowd-pleas¬
ing creation.
But all this health food fanati¬
cism and calorie-counting concern
can take its toll. Thus Commons
provides some historic happyending entrees. A potpourri of
pastries and pies are offered to kill
the quest for more food. Those
oriental offerings, the Chinese
Chews, are remarkable for their
texture and taste. And a new en¬
chanted offering is now avail¬
able—the mesmerizing ButterScotch Magic Cookie Bar. Fun and
fancy are also fulfilled by mood
jello, that jello which changes
color with one’s change in humor.
(Says the Commons Scribe,“ If
your mood jello is forever coming
up red, better run for cover or play
dead.”)
But the Commons scribe’s
mega-buck baking invention just
has to be that Million-Dollar Cake
with Fifty-Cent Frosting. Fans call
it the “gnarly red-colored cake.”
Only the Commons Scribe could
think of adding rare red cobalt
minerals to an otherwise normal
cake—an utter stroke of genius.
Hey wait a minute! I thought
this was a page three scoop on
Commons. Has the Eye-in-thesky-blue-Skye investigative team
gone soft, gone to imitating Vic¬
toriously Twisted? Hey—who
runs Commons anyway?
Obviously the Commons Scribe
assumes full control of Com¬
mons. He makes all the definitive
•3B-
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decisions—whether to keep on of¬
fering Jofu, or whether to give us
all that gift of life, Grape Nuts
Flakes. (Oh dearest Commons
Scribe, please add Grape Nuts
Flakes to the cereal selection!)
Before the baker or chef churn

out their choice recipes, the Com¬
mons Scribe already has a name
for it. The Commons Scribe con¬
trols the quality, quantity, and
content of all Commons culinary
creations. He is definitely headed
for a Pulitzer Prize because.it’s

Take it all with a few chugs

continued from page 13

Then, the reports move from page
twenty-four of your hometown
newspaper to page one, and the
Supreme Court gets in on the ac¬
tion. Is this too complicated? Well
chug a little Jim Beam and we’ll
simplify things for you.
Imagine, if you will, a small lib¬
eral arts college in New England.
A lot of red brick, a lot of Saabs,
a lot of kids in cardigan sweaters
drinking beer and having good
clean fun. Get the picture?
Imagine, and you won’t have to
think too hard (we promise), that
this small liberal arts college has
an elected body of students de¬
signed to allocate funds to campus
groups. As you might guess, such
a body would probably spend
most of its time quibbling over
points of parliamentary procedure
and complaining about the lack of
parking space for the students’
Saabs. And rightfully so, as a wise
man once observed: “A liberal
arts education should teach you to
whine with academic overtones.”
That’s the sort of thing that big
groups of college students are best
at.
Now, you would think that such
an important elected body would
have a system of checks and bal¬
ances, wouldn’t you? After all, it

Simon
at Colby

would be prone to the same kinds
of problems that all political sys¬
tems evince. You wouldn’t want
all of the Hostess Twinkies (in this
case a clever and amusing meta¬
phor for the college’s funds) to
end up in one person’s stomach.
Likewise, you wouldn’t want all
of those Twinkies to be casually
stomped upon and mushed into a
pulp without the stompers and
mashers being required to ask per¬
mission first. You would think
that such a system would have
some kind of checks and balances,
wouldn’tyou? We should hope so!
Now, if you’ll allow us to
stretch your credibility bone for a
minute, imagine that some official
of that elected body—oh, say...the
President—were to somehow
abuse his or her power. Just for
the sake of clarity, let’s sav that he
or she misallocated some funds,
say, oh, I don’t know...for his or
her personal telephone.
If this (admittedly unlikely) hy¬
pothetical scenario were to some¬
how arise, we would hope that
there would be some internal
check on Presidential Power
which would slap his or her wrist
and take the Twinkies back. But
imagine, just imagine, that the
system remained inert and didn’t
act. What could be done about

100 COPIES - S2.95

“We must realize that the much
greater error than making mis¬
takes is trying to cover them up.
We have had far too much of that
under administrations in both po¬
litical parties.”
Simon then related some anec¬
dotes regarding the often trivial¬
izing coverage of the press, from
his days in the Illinois legislature
and as a rookie Congressman in
Washington.
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So long, hep cats! Now, where’s
that other bottle of Jim Beam?
Chris Janak and Alex Winter are
realty intense beatnik intellectuals
who also happen to write a col¬
umn for the Student.

speech. “Freedom of the press re¬
quires of government the open¬
ness in dealings with the public
and the press,” Simon said, “ex¬
cept in those rare cases where na¬
tional security requires secrecy.”
“If I am elected as your presi¬
dent,” he continued, “I will make
mistakes. 1 shall strive to make
few. But those I make you should
know about.

6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. j$
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Second: -late night phone calls.
If every student on that idyllic
campus were to make annoying
calls to that illicit phone at ludi¬
crous hours, the offender would
presumably have the stolen tele¬
phone disconnected. Quite a
smashing and ironic joke!
Last and probably least: the
power of the pen. Write silly and
presumptuous newspaper col¬
umns. Use this one as the model!
If you don’t have any Twinkies, at
least you have the Freedom of the
Press.
Well, we hope we have clarified
these burning issues for all of you
law-abiding citizens out there.

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT

56 SABATTUS ST.
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those stolen Twinkies? We worry
about these things.
Never fear! Political science
professors Chris and Alex have a
few possible suggestions:
First: public embarrassment.
The offender could be ridiculed at
every opportunity. You could
shame him or her into an early re¬
tirement.

continued from page 1

(Diagonally Across from
the Blue Goose)
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all in the name.
Twisted is a columnist for the Stu¬
dent who has obviously gotten too
damn twisted for his own good.
Let’s hope that Thanksgiving and
Christmas break help him out.

wide array of collectibles, art deco, nouveau, rhinestone
to estate jewelry, pierced earrings, clothing from the 1890s
to the 1950s and other fine things from the past

For more information, caH vour local
\( :s l nit or write to the American
(lancer Society, 4 West 35th Street,
New York. NA 10001
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Finalists chosen for
senior class officers
responsible for the organization
and planning of the first reunion.
Julie Sutherland and Marianne
Mahon were selected from the
eight candidates by the seniors to
be in the run-off election for the
office of Secretary.
The Secretary assists the Presi¬
dent with the publicity, ticket
sales, and organization of activi¬
ties in Senior Week. The Secretary
is also responsible for planning
with the President the first class
reunion. Finally, the Secretary is
accountable for the gathering in¬
formation about graduates publi¬
cation in the Alumni Magazine.
Two-hundred-sixty-four mem¬
bers of the senior class voted last
night, a showing of close to 60
percent of the class.
The run-off election will be held
next Tuesday, November 17, be¬
ginning at 5 o’clock and end at
approximately
7:15.

by John R. Lamontagne
News Editor
The Representative Assembly
held elections for the senior class
offices of President and Secretary
last night, and two candidates for
each office were picked to be in a
run-off election to be held on No¬
vember 17.
Sean Nolan and Paul Murphy
were chosen to be in the run-off
election for the office of Presi¬
dent. Of the nine candidates that
ran, these two were weeded out by
the seniors.
The duties of the President in¬
clude planning the activities of Se¬
nior Week, along with the help of
the Secretary. This might include
the organization of parties, din¬
ners, and other such endeavors,
while also planning the sale of
tickets and handling publicity.
After graduation, the President is

Letter to the Editor:

CA to hold Service Week
continued from page 12

working and on financial aid. The
campus feels cut off from nearby
elementary and high schools and
attempts to solve the problem, like
Big Brothers and Big Sisters, are
sneered at. Bates seems about
ready to give up on Lewiston.
I am fighting a battle on a
frightening scale - consciousnessraising of 1500 college students
and 40,000 Lewiston residents.
Lewiston would like our help, and
Bates does care. But how to show
it?
The Campus Association is tak¬
ing the first step in a long journey.
Coordinating with Lewiston High
School, November 15 through 21
will be “Service Week,” where
both campuses will do their best
to provide service to Lewiston and
beyond. Monday is “Adopt-aGrandparent” day, teaming up
students with retirement home

residents for one-on-one friend¬
ships. Tuesday is the Blood Drive.
Wednesday the CA will deliver
formal invitations to Thanksgiv¬
ing Dinner at Commons. Bought
by students, the proceeds from
these invitations will go to United
Way. Thursday lunch will be a
fast, with money saved from
Commons going to a canned food
drive for Lewiston’s needy. Fi¬
nally, Friday has been designated
“Appreciation Day” for all staff
and faculty.
It will be a long process to rec¬
oncile the Bates and Lewiston
communities. We need to realize
that Bates is not an island, and
that we can do something to help
the “outside” world. American
Pictures presented a problem, and
Bates can begin a solution.
Sincerely,
Rich Taylor, ’91
Commissioner, Community Ser¬
vices for CA

Page 15
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Bates grad Agnos running
for San Francisco mayor
continued
page 11
continued from
from page

While both Molinari and Agnos
are democrats, Agnos stands far¬
ther to the left on most issues. The
U.S. Navy has proposed to estab¬
lish Hunters Point shipyard in San
Francisco as home to the battle¬
ship Missouri. Molinari, who was
a Republican until 1982, supports
the proposal as a stimulant of jobs

and business while Agnos
Agnos opposes
nnnnses
it because it conflicts with his con¬
cerns about the environment, nu¬
clear disarmament, and the Na¬
vy’s anti-homosexual policies.
The candidates differ over the
issue of whether San Francisco
should build a new stadium for the
San Francisco Giants baseball
team, who may leave San Fran-

Reynolds explains
his work to the RA

continued from page 1

moment. There is money in an es¬
crow account now and when it gets
to the point where the school will
have enough to build the rink. He
commented that if somebody
comes along and gives the school
money for a rink, one will be built
but added, that for now, a rink
“shouldn’t be set ahead of other
things like Olin and Carnegie”.

Finally, Reynolds said that the
school is not trying to baby the
students with a maid service or re¬
quirements for registration signa¬
tures. He said that it was benefi¬
cial to the college to keep students
rooms maintained through the
year rather than having to rebuild
destroyed rooms at the end of each
year. As for signatures, he ex¬
pressed the need and desire to
avoid unfortunate incidents of
students discovering they haven’t
met all their requirements on the
night before graduation.

.
cisco altogether if a„ new
facility is
not built Agnos, favoring more
funds for social programs, does
not support spending money on a
new ballpark while Molinari feels
it will benefit San Francisco busi¬
nesses.
Agnos has laid out his policies
in an 82-page book that he titled
Getting Things Done: Visions and
Goats in San Francisco. One of
Agnos’s slogans this campaign is
“Agnos: Read My Book.”
San Francisco homosexuals are
an influencial voting group, com¬
prising approximately 20% of the
city’s population. Agnos has been
endorsed by the Harvey Milk Gay
Democratic Club. San Francisco’s
largest gay group, the Alice B.
Tolkas Lesbian and Gay Demo¬
cratic Club, is split over the can¬
didates and thus hasn’t endorsed
either one.
Molinari was the campaign’s
early front-runner, but Agnos’s
grass-roots campaign attracted
many San Francisco voters, in¬
cluding the large number of un¬
decided voters.

Husker Du surpass
average in concert
continued from page 10
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and the lack of sleep.
fl REHOSE rose from the ashes
of the ground-breaking Minutemen after the death of their lead
guitarist and singer D. Boon in
1985. Their first album Ragin’,
Full-On appeared in 1986 and es¬
chews everything the Minutemen
held dear: keen social conscious¬
ness, jazzy rhythms, and biting
wit.
s
It’s uncommon in the new mu¬
sic scene for a band to incorporate
as many diverse musical styles into
their music as fIREHOSE do. But
as one listen to Ragin’, Full-On
will prove, fIREHOSE is an un¬
common band.
fIREHOSE could almost be re¬
garded as performance artists in

r

their combination of impromptu
vocals, beatnik poetry, and a diz¬
zying rhythmic sense, but if we
had to label fIREHOSE, our best
choice would have to be “one hel¬
luva lot o’ fun.” We guarantee
that during the thirty-five minute
playing time of‘Ragin’, Full-On
you’ll be alternately dancing,
laughing, or thinking (but most
likely dancing), while all the while
enjoying yourself as much as is le¬
gally permitted. Like Husker Du’s
Warehouse, Ragin’, Full-On gets
our heartiest recommendation as
one of the past year’s finest discs
(And keep an eye: open for their
new release If’n, which is due by
Thanksgiving).
Chris Grunden and Chris Wright
are columnists for the Student.
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Do you think we should have 8 o’clock classes
or an extra week of school?
Erik Yates

by Lisa Reisz
Staff Reporter

Allan McNab ’88 “Well,since I
don’t go to eight o’clock classes
anyways it really doesn’t matter.
But 1 think 1 would rather enjoy
the extra week of school since
sometimes there are tests at eight
o’clock, which I loath and de¬
spise.”

Robert Chute, Professor of Biol¬
ogy “1 don’t really have any ob¬
jections to the present system be¬
cause it allows flexibility. People
can use the time or not as they see
fit.”

continued from page 4

originally visited Bates as pro¬
spective students.
The faculty was another an¬
swer. Reynolds picked up on this
saying that the “heart of a college
is the faculty.” He commented
that upon hearing this people
often ask what a president does.
He said that his immediate reply
is, “Nothing if I can help it,” but
that really it is to “set sights and
mechanisms” for the college into
action.
Reynolds was asked why good
teaching professors are denied
tenure due to a lack of, for in¬
stance, published material. He re¬
plied that, “Good colleges have
good systems.” He continued to
say that the “best way to do it is
by peer review.” This is the system
that Bates has with a Faculty
Committee on Personnel.
Reynolds was asked what he felt
some of Bates’ weaknesses were.
He prefaced his remarks by saying
that, “1 see Bates College from a
20-year perspective” and there¬
fore his view of weaknesses come
from old views which he feels the
school has perhaps overcome.
The first weakness Reynolds
cited was the students’ lack of
confidence in how good they really

Photographer

Robert McIntyre, Associate Pro¬
fessor of Economics “An extra
week of school, definitely, it is
very difficult when you are teach¬
ing two sections of a course, and
eight o’clock meetings do not oc¬
cur close together, to maintain
comparable treatment of the sub¬
ject matter in the two courses.”

Classes?
Reynolds meets the students

about varying theories of educa¬
tion. He mentioned that he had
thought before that Bates might
benefit from a two-track system
of education blending somewhat
current American and European
styles. Students would choose
which track they wanted to pursue
during their four years. The first
track would be comparable to a
current Bates education. The sec¬
ond track would consist of two
years of liberal arts study with a
series of comprehensive exams,
some focusing on specific courses
and others being more general, at
the end of the second year. The
later two years would then be
spent on intensive concentration
towards one’s major.
While discussing the Junior
Year Abroad program and the
Bates Fall Semesters in France and
Japan, Reynolds explored with
students the merits of different
systems of education.
When Reynolds asked the stu¬
dents “What is most impressive
about Bates?” the first answer of
“The Bill ’ ’ brought general
laughter. Several students then
spoke of how friendly the people
were towards them when they

are. He said that many students
after graduation are surprised by
how competitive they are in the
job market and their jobs.
A weakness which the President
argued Bates has overcome is that
of having bright, hard-working
students who have no knowledge
of the contemporary world. He
believes that this has changed and
that students are now far more
aware of “outside” conditions.
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